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T~e CHAiillYUN (Mexico) (translation f~om Spanish): I declare open the 

seventy-sixth plenary meeting of the Conference of the Eighteen Nation Committee~on 

Disarmament. 

Mr, STELLE (United States of America): At our seventy-fifth plenary 

meeting, on 27 August, my delegation and that of the United Kingdom, on behalf of 

our two Governments, tabled two draft treaties dealing w:i.th the cessation of nuclear 

weapon tests, Those draft treaties have now been circulated as conference 

documents, the one banning tests in all environments as document ENDC/58, and the 

one banning tests in the atmosphere, in outer space and under water as document 

ENDC/59. 

Yesterday we held the twenty-fourth meeting of the Sub-Committee on a Treaty· 

for the Discontinuance of Nuclear Weapon Tests, at which those treaty drafts ·were· . . 
discussed. The verbatim record of that meeting (ENDC/SC,I/PV.24) is available to 

all ·delegations this morning, It was agreed that the date of the next meeting 

of the Sub-Committee should be set by consultation between its members and the 

incoming Chairman, 

While members of the full Committee are undertaking the study of our draft 

treaties and of the verbatim records of the seventy-fifth plenary meeting and the 

twenty-fourth meeting of the test ban Sub-Committee my delegation intends to proceed 

today with its discussion of agenda topic number 5(c) (ENDC/52) on the reduction of 

conventional armaments. 

This morning my delegation presents the second part of the statement of the 

United States delegation regarding its position on the reduction of conventional 

armaments, which complements the remarks made by Ivir. Dean on 24 August (ENDC/PV.74, 

pp, 42 eL§..) .In it we propose to discuss two other important aspects of the question 

of the reduction of conventional armaments -- limitations on the production of such 

arms, and the problems connected with the verification of the reduction and 

limitations on production. 

The first major point is the limitation on the production of conventional 

armaments, as well as other armaments, under the United States and Soviet draft 

proposals. In this context it is desirable that the Committee fully understand 

the significant differences existing between the two proposals, as well as what my 

Government ~elieves to be the soundness of the United States proposal. 
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(Mr. Stelle, United States) 

In brief review, the Committee will recall that the Uni~ed States submitted at 

our me~~~~g o_n,_~_)iu~st ~mpqrtan"t:. 9hanges (~Nnc/30/Add.2) .. to i·t"s. outll.ne proposal 
• • ••· ~· j .··-; • ··'. : _. ,~,.1 • t.- .. ·:·~~ · · , -- . .- - :;r.~-- i··\. ·/'i ~--. !·· 

affecting production of all major armaments during stage I. 

First of all~ the United Stctes has specified in its draft treaty outline 

(ENDC/30 and Add.l) that production of new types of all armaments, in~l¥d~ng 

conventional arme-ments, will be entirely prohibited during stage I and· ·for all time 

thereafter. That means of course a definite freezing of the arms development of 

all nations at e civen point in time and represents n most significant step toward 

halting the arms race. 

Secondly, nll production of armaments subject to reduction during stage I wi;Ll 

be limited to the replacement of any unit within each type by a unit of the same 

type. In·this respect my Government has proposed that any unit of armam~pt .turned 

in for a new· unit produced in an authorized manner must. not. come fr,ol!l ."junked" or 

"cannibalized" reserves. . i\tr. Zorin, as well as Mr. Kuznetsov, has expres~ed 

agreement with us on this point~ I refer representatives. tp.documents.ENDC/PV.68, 

page 21, and ENDC/~~.75, page 49. 
Under our proposal, for illustrative purposes, a Soviet T-54 tank could replace 

another T-54 tank, ·but in no instance could a Soviet T-54 tank be replaced by a 

modern Soviet· T-lC tank or, let us say, could a United. States 1v1-48 medium tank be 

replaced by a larger and more advanced l·,i-60 tank. Furthe~more, a conventionally 

powered ·c·r'uiser could not be replaced by a nuclear powered guided missile cruiser; 

nor could a conventional submarine be replaced by a nuclear p~wered ballistic missile 

launching submarine. The United States proposal is explicit on this· issue.- Further, 

in no instance would the production of a specific type of armament be permitted to 

negate the requirement to effect a net reductio~- of 10 per cent in numbers by_ type 

in each step, so that the resulting 30 per cent. r·eduction_.in stage I would be 

assured. 

Furthermore, my delegation has ·expressed i t.s willingnes.s to discuss exact 

limitations, that is to say, a ceiling on the amount of pr_o~uction of each type to. 

be allowed even on the hasis of one-for-one repl-acement.: We be.l,ieye it is essential 

that some absolute limitation on the amount o:r this-production during any on.e _year 

be agreed to by all parties to the treaty. 
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·Tha'third point bearing on production during stage I under our plan is the 

proviso that the testing and production of new types of armaments would be 

prohibited, although, in accordance with agreed annual quotas, States would be 

allowed .flight tes&ts· ·of missiles. My Government believes that one of ·the most 

effective and essential ways of halting the arms race and ensuring the freezing ·of 

the arms mi'x at an agreed point in time is sharply to limit the opportunities for 

qualitative upgrading of· permitted armaments retained by States parties to the 

treaty. 

The fourth and final point in our proposal would require the p:acing of strict 

limitations on the expansion of all production facilities declared by parties upon 

entry into force of the treaty_ Thus the construction of new plant facilities for 

the production of any of the armaments reduced or of any new kinds of armaments 

would be prohibited, and even the construction of stand-by armament plants in which 

no producti.on was contemplated would be forbidden. Only those plants aLready 

producing armaments could continue production, 'and even then o'nly within agreed 

limits permitted by the treatye 

As a corollary to the above points the United States believes that during 

stage I arrangements will have to b~) ~egotiated concerning the production of spare 

parts to replace parts of armaments that may become unusable or non-ser·viceable. 

It is perfectly clear that those provisions would apply equally to all armaments, 

whether they were conventional or nuclear capable. It will be recalled too that 

under the provisions of' the United States draft outline the. production of all 

armaments of. any kind would cease at the start of stage II of the treaty. My·· 

delegat{on has already stated that it believes ·that our new proposal on production 

represents one of the most 'Significant and fortht""oming changes as regards gener'al 

and complete disarmament yet presented to this Committee-

The Committee will re·m:ember that at the time the Soviet Union accepted the' 

principle of percentage ·reduction of conventional armanents (ENDC/2/Add.l) ·tt ·did not 

make corresponding changes in its proposal on the production of conventional armaments~ 

In fact, the Soviet draft treaty, as regards both stage I and stage II, m~rely· 

specifies that the product"ion of conventional weapons· would he limi t:ed in s·onie ·unknown 

relatior· ·· to the redue-tion of· fo-rce levels. We submit that language of ·that kind is 

all too characteristic of the vagueness and imprevision with which in other respects 

the Soviet treaty is written. Per~it me to make several observations in this regard. 
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The provision in the present. Soviet draft treaty permitting an undetermined 

amount of production of conventional armaments at least into stage III of a treaty 

would inevitably promote the continuation of the arms race that we all se~k to end. 

In that respect the Soviet plan is apparently contradictory. It calls for the 

complete elimination of all nuclear delivery vehicles during stage I, on the basis 

of the unsubstantiated assertion in the Soviet proposal that such a measure would 

end the threat of nuclear war. Vfuile the United States of oJurse believes that 

nuclear war would be a great catastrophe for mankind, we must keep in mind the fact 

that conventional war can also bring great destruction and human suffering. We must 

therefore direct our efforts to reducing the possibility of all kinds of war. 

However, the.present Soviet proposal in document EIUC/2, by permitting an indeterminate 

but substantial amount of production of both new and existing types of conventionel 

nrmaments during all stages of a treaty, would perpetuate the arms race. If 

Mr. Kuznetsov was serious when he said on 27 August that the Soviet Union, like the . 

United States, was against any re-equiping with new types of 09nventional 

armaments (ENDC/PV.75, p.47), then we believe that the Soviet draft treaty should be 

amended accordingly to prohibit the production of new types. 

During the course of his remarks on that occ~sion, Mr. Kuznetsov contended that 

the presentation to this Committee of lists of weapons by types would be premature 

i~1 connexion with stage I, and he said furthermore that it was a re+atively simple 

matter~ for .experts using certain equipment to determine to .everyonels satisfaction 

whether an armament was conventional or nuclear eapable (Ibid., p.40). Once again 

we must say.to the Soviet delegation that the problem of distinguishing clearly what 

is a nuclear delivery vehicle and what is a purely conventional weapon cannot be 

dismissed so easily as a minor, so-called technical issue. 

For example, we submit that Mr. Kuznetsov confused matters when he said: 

"Our military experts consider that there is no difficulty in 

determining the type of aircraft unsuitable for the combat use 

of nuclear weapons, such as, for instance, anti~aircraft 

defence fighter planes, military transport planes, communi

cations aircraft and helicopters and aircraft .used fqr initial 

·training, irrespective of·their airborne weight." (Ibid., np.40-~) 
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Mr. Kuznetsov continued: 

"Surface warships and ships that cannot be adapted for the 

combat use of nuclear ·weapons should be regarded as conventional 

weapons, whereas all submarines without exception can be used 

for delivering nuclear weapons to their targets and therefore 

should all be subject to destruction in the first stage, 11 

(ibid,, P• 41) 

The precise point my delegation has been trying to make is that even though 

certain types of armaments rna~'" not have been designed originally to carry or fire 

both nuclear and ~onventional weapons the simple fact is that most, if not all, of 

the vehicles enumerated by Mr, Kuznetsov in his remarks quote~ above are r.eadily 

adaptable to carry or fire either nuclear or conventional weap~ns, The nnly 

problem with that group of armaments is to develop a suitable nuclear warhead, 

and in many cases that would not pose great problems, It simply is not clear to 

my delegation why, for example, the Soviet Union asserts that all submarines are 

capable of carrying nuclear weapons and, under its plan, must be completely destroyed 

during stage'I~ whereas .it does not believe that most fighter aircraft, ships, 

helicopters, military· tr.ansport planes and other planes are also adaptable to the 

carrying of nuclear weapons. The same is true of.:the items enumerated by 

Mr. Kuznetsov as conventional armaments such as· tanks·' self-propelle.d artillery, 

armoured vehicles, anti-aircraft and anti-tank guns, various rocket-firin~. ~u~s and 

many types of artillery -~ which can all be put into the class of pote~tial delivery 

vehicles for nuclear weapons. 

We can by no means le·ave these "possibilities out of the picture, and .it is 

for that reason that we fns"ist that a thorough implementation of the Soviet proposal 

for 100 per cent elimination ·of ·all-potential delivery vehicles in stag~.I would 

amount to a requirement to-complete the great bulk of general disarmament_in the 

first stage. To impose: such a colossal task for stage I is of course totally 

unreasonable, and contradicts our understanding·that disarmament is to proceed by 

meaningful stages. The United States plan for an acr~.ss-~_he:-board red:\].ction of 

30 per cent avoids that pitfall and al'so removes .the need for trying to work out any 

list differentiating between c-onventional weapons and nuclear deli.very vehicles • 

.. 
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For the reasons we have explained we are very doubtful whether ·it would be 

possible to draw ·up such a list without involving ourselves in· great controversy; 

despite Mr, Kuznetsov 's; assurances to the contrary. That is· why we still believe 

that it would be extremely useful to this Commit.tee it the ·Sov-iet Union would produce 

at least an illustrative list of types of armnment:s ' to be used as a basis· for our 

discussion in determining -to the ·satisfactio-n of. all of us· which are purely nuclear 

delivery vehicles and which are distinctly conventional. 

It was a matter· of ~egret to my .delegation that 'Ivta-. Zorin failed to col!le forward 

with any ·substantial comments on our· new proposals affecting the production of new · 

and existing armament's during stage· I (ENDC/30/A.dd.l) when the·y were presented during 

our sixty-sixth meeting. Unfortunately, in ·the light of the remarks made by · · 

IVtt, Kuznetsov during·the seventy-fourth and seventy-fifth ·meetings, there appears to 

be either a serious rriisunderst~nding ·of our propdsals or a desire on the part of the 

Soviet ·de'legation to confrise the real purport of these proposals. 

In partic~lar, I should like to quote at some length from Mr. Kuznetsov 1s rem~rks 

at our last meeting on 27 August. He said: 

"Let us try and imagine what situation would come about in practice, 

if the Uni'ted States proposal -- that so-called less effective armaments 

would not be subject to· reduction or to ~DY limito..tion whatsoever in· 

·stag~ :.I _.:_. \rere adopted, While peace-loving countries ·would be 

honestly :tiiifilling their obligation to· reduce delivery'vehicles -by· 

100 per cent and certain types'of conventional armaments by· 30 per 

cent," --I repeat, 11 to reduce delivery vehicles by 100 per cent·and 

certain types of conventional armaments by '0 per cent" --- "a potential 
. . 

aggressor would be able to switch.his military·production to the mass 

production of those planes and warships whi~h are not subject·to 

reduction in the first stage, as well as mortars, machine guns and 

other types of light arms, and to accumulate them in superior 

quanti t.ies, thereby gaining a military advantage over :peace-loving 

Stat~s. j, (ENDC/PV, 75 ,'. P•44) 

It is perfectly clear from Mr. Kuznetsov's words that in one breath he is 

discussing the United States outline proposal, while in the very next breath he has 

tailored the United States proposal for the redu~tion of armaments by 30 per cent 

across the board during stage I to the Soviet proposal calling for the complete 

elimination of all nuclear delivery vehicles. He then goes on to argue that 

permitted stage I production of those armaments first dealt with in stage II of the 
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United States outline plan, and therefore not subject to reduction or production 

limitations during stage I, would permit the Yfestern Powers to gain unilater2..l 

advantages over the Soviet Union and its allies, who were fulfilling their 

obligations ~- under the Soviet, but not under the Western scheme of things by 

eliminating 100 ·per cent of the means of delivering nuclear weapons and 30 per cent 

of their conventional weapons, I do not need to pursue this kind of reasoning 

further to point out clearly that very little progress can be achieved in this 

Committee unless all of us endeavour to discuss each proposal separately and distinctly 

with no other intent in mind than to broaden our perspectives and seek enlightenment. 

FGrmit me to speak briefly to the Soviet criticism (ibid_, p.42) of the United 

States outline proposal which excludes lesser armaments from reduction and from 

certain production limitations during stage I. In this connexion Mr. Kuznetsov did 

little to help us with respect to my uelegation's previous statements that we have 

approached the problem primarily from the viewpoint of feasibility of stage I 

verification when he said: " .... this'is a flimsy and artificial argument. 11 He 

went on to assert that the problem of organizing the international disarmament · 

organization and controlling the reduction of all types of conventional arma~ents 

from the .. firs-'_j stage is quite feasible. 'Nell, if that is so, then Mr. Kuznetsov 

should tell this Committee in detail at a subsequent meeting-precisely how he 

envisages that this can be done, considering the great size of the stockpiles and 

the retained levels. 

My delegation has absolutely no objection to a discussion of which armaments 

ought to be considered for reduction and production limitations during stage I. 

Our position is not inflexible and we are prepared to consider the soundness of any 

such measures as may be proposed. 

In summary, the Soviet Union and ourselves now appear to be much more closely in 

agreement that strict limitations would be placed on the production of conventional 

armaments during stage I, based on the necessary replacement of armaments normally 

going out of commission each year (ibid., p. 47). There is also agreement -:.hat during 

stage II broader measures would be required. My delegation hopes that the Soviet 

delegation will clarify what it means by strictly limited production during stage I. 

Does it mean reduced production of armaments in relation to reduction of forces, and 
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therefore ·something of ·the order of 50 per cent for ·the Soviet Union? Does the 

Soviet Union mean, as we have already asked, ~o prohibit the production of all new· 

types of armaments from the outset of stage I and to permit only agreed replacement 

by type of existing armaments? Does the Sovie·(, Union envisage production 

limitations during any given year on replacementD of units within existing types 

as well, as is specified in our proposal? My delegation hopes that the Soviet · 

Union will soon provide answers in detail to this Committee. 

A second area of agreement with the Soviet Union appears to be on the question 

of banning the construc-(;j_on and expansion of new arms production facilities during 

stage I, Ori this issue the ·:posi ti6ns ·o·f the Soviet Union and the United States 

appear to be very similar although, here again, Mr, Kuznetsov 1s remarks at the 

seventy-fifth meeting are not as ·yet refleuted in tho language of'the Soviet plart. 

I should like to turn now to the problem of verifying the reduction of all 

armaments, including conventional arms, AG we ha~· ' stated before, i·t is clear that 

there are three major" areas 'of any disarmament agreement.which will require 

appropriate verification •. 

First is the v~rification of arms dest~oyed~ Apparently the Soviet Union; : 

from what Mr. Kuznetsov stated at -the seventy-iifth meeting; is in general agreement 

on the steps proposed by the Unitea·states to a0camplish this. 

Tr recapitulate briefly, the inveator-i9s oi' a~:maments of various types scheduled. 

for reduction in stage I would be declared to ·t:te in·0ernational disarmament 

organization· at ·0he beginning of· the stage, Designated quantities of armaments 

corresponding to the agreed percentag~s -to 1::e destro)'"ed would be placed in agreed--

internati--onal disarmv.ment organization depoi·G" The international disarmament· 

organization would ensure that the equipment and armaments were in good working ord€r. 

After sequestration the interilational disaTnrumant o~ganization would. destroy or 

supervise the ·conversion to peaceful purposes of -t.he armaments. Vle will have to 

work out criteria fo:r conversion to pee:,beful rn.:;,:..-~'"'oses of armaments which would 

prevent a quick reconversion of non-milita:ry vehicles, faci'lities or pieces of 

equipment to a militarily useful condit5_on., 

The second area concerns the verifica-tion no~essary" to ·ensure that the provisions 

for limiting stage I production are adhered to. Here, r believe, there is a marked 

divergence between the Soviet and United S·hat.e::: approaches which has never been 

adequately brought to light. 
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-~nder the United States plan, inspectors of the international disarrru:irttent 

organization would be stationed at all declared plants to ensure that production of 

existing types of armaments did not exceed agreed annual limitations, and that the 

production of each unit of an existing type was carefully recorded to make certain 

that, under the one-for-one replacement a!rangement, a unit of a similar type was 

removed from the arsenal of the particular country. In addition, the inspec~ors 

would see to it that no production of new types of armaments was allowed to begin. 

Under the. Soviet plan, inspectors of the international disarmament organizr.tion 

would b.e permitted to survey only those plants or parts of plants which were 

designated for totel liqui.dation during stage I. This is made clear by 

Mr. Kuznetsov's re~arks on 27 August (ibid., p.49). There would be no control 

whatsoever over factories which might or might not be declared, since the Soviet 

Union is unclear .on this point, but which would be left untouched by Soviet stage I 

liquidation commit~ents. The glaring inadequacies of this scheme would make a 

mockery of control. There would be no way whatsoever of verifying e.ii:ber the 

quantity or the quality of the continuing production at remaining facilities. There 

would be no method for determining whether new types of armaments were being 

manufactured or whether the one-f··r-one replacement .rule was b~ing observed. 

The problems of the third area of verification ~re equally great. The function 

of this area of verification is to assure that rem~i~ing quantities of arms do not 

exceed the a,greed levels at each step and at each stage of the disarmament process. 

This involves.seyeral major factors. 

First, States must be assured that the numbers of armaments destroyed constitute 

the specified percentages of their original inventories of arms. The United States 

has illustrated how some assurance might be given through zonal inspection. Up to 

now the Soviet. Union has given u9 no indicntion of how it would give such assurances. 

Secondly, States must be assured that no new production facilities. ·are 

constructed or that clandestine producti9n is not taking place at undeclared ~ 

facilities 4 As my delegation has spelled out, the United States illustrative 

proposals on progressive zonal inspection had been devised to provide an adequate 
l degree of .. assurance thet those prohibited types of activity were not carried out c. 

I hope that further clarification of Soviet proposals will be forthcoming from 

the Soviet delegation and that that will help us to enlarge the present areas 'of 

agreement in the field of conventional armaments. For our part, we are prepared ·to 

respond to any serious and straightforward questions which the Soviet delegation may 

wish to ask about our proposals. 
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!vir. KUZNETSOV (U~iori of Soviet· Socialist Republics) (translation from 

Russian): Today the Soviet delegation would like to set forth its views on the 

two documents submi ttea· to the co·nsideration of the Comr.1i ttee on 27 August by the 

United States and the United. Kingdom delegations, relating to the question of the 

cessation of nuclear weapon tests. One document {ENDC/58) has the title "Draf.t 

treaty banning nuclear weo.p·on tests in all enviro:::unents "; the second U.ocument 

(ENDC/59) has the title tt:>raft treaty banning nuclear weapon tests in the ·a·bmosphere, 

outer space and under water." 

I~ we take the United States' ponition on the question of the cessation of 

nuclear weapon tests and try to diocover whether tliere has been any change in this 

position durinfi all the years of negotiations, ·it.becomes ouvious that the gist of 

this position remained, and still remains, unchanged. '~at is the gist of this 

position? The gist is that the United States constantly,puts forward one and the 

same demand, no matter what form of words and proposals it is c~othed in at various 

stages in -'uhe negotiations: either: there will be no cessation of nuclear weapon 

tests and the nucl.ear weapons ·race ·will' continue in a mounting spiral, or else the 

Soviet Union,· as the price for the cessation of tests, must lay open to the Western 

Powers and the inili tary NATO blo·c its system of national defence in the circumstances 

where the Western· countries do not hide the fact that they ·are carrying out pre

parations for a nuclear war against the peac·e-loving States. 

This purpose underlay ·the Western·proposals of 18 April 1961 (ENDC/9) and it 

has not changed since that date. Every time it becomes evident to the_U~ited .~tat~~ 

that i·t can no longer defend its position on the cessation of tests with.its old 

methods, fresh attempts are made to give this position a slightly.renovated.look: 

they touch it up and give it a little grooming. Everything is done as in the case 

of an ugly old maid, whom the despairing parents every year· deck out. in a more 

fashionable dress to hide her ugliness, put an ever thicker layer of powder and paint 

on her fa'"e and show her.off to prospective husbands in this guise. But the would-be 

bride remains as she was, the only uifference is that she ·gets older every year. 

It will not be out of place to look once more at what has .happened to the United 

Sta~es position on the questio~'of the cessation of nuclear weapon tests during the 

negotiations in the Eighteen Nation Committee on Disarmament and in_the Three~Power 

Sub-Committee. The United States began by boosting here its proposals. of l8.April 

1961, which were bBsed on unacceptable demands f·or the establishment of, a pumbersome 

international control system, with obligatory inspection. and the right to penetrate 
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without hindrance into the most secret pl~~es in the territories of State~, etc. 

It was· evident from the very ~egin~ing of the negoti~t~ons that these proposals · 
. ' ~ ' . . 

could not serve as a basis for an agreement and that t.he demands for obligatory 

on-site inspection contained ther.ein were not justifi~d by any necessity. 

After the submission. on 16 April 1962 of the joint memorandum of the eight 

non-aligned Powers ·(ENDC/28), which contains a comp~omise proposal for the solution 

of the problem of putting an end to tests, the United States realised that it could 

only make its position worse if it continued.to insist on its old proposals in their 

previous form. It is true that the United States continued for some time to insist 

on these .. prop6sals·ana rejected 0utright those of the eight Powers. However, it 

soon beQatne convinced that i.t w~s not possible to maintain this position for long. 

Then it; was stated that the United Sta:fi~l~ was prepared :to accept the eight-Power 

memorandum as "one of the .bas~s. for negotiA.ti.ons. tt 
. I. 

On 6 August -the United S:tates submitted it.s so-called new proposals. Everything 

pos·sibie was done to ·ad:verrbi"se these "new" pr.oposals. Mr. Dean assured us then that 

the United St·ates was··making great chang~s in its earlier position on the question of 

the cessation of ·tests. ·And what did _they. turn. out to be upon examination? ·They: 

were merely a·new dress on.the ~gly old-maid. There was nothing ~ualitatively new 
.. . 

ip tliese nnew" proposals of·the Unit~d-States. Basically they cont~inea; 'as befor~, 
.. l -. 

a dematid for ·obligatory.: international on-site inspection and the establishment· of a 

network of control posts· 1,1nder international su;p_ervision, and so forth and so on. 

It· did not take long to come to the conclusion that the so-called "new" United 

States· proposals were· the same old 1961 proposals, and even. earlier propo·sals 

re-hashed in a different form. The United States failed this time also to underm1ne 

with these proposals the impo.rtance .of the eight-Power memorandum as the ·most 

realistic ·basis· in .the existing circumstances for the solution of the problem of 

putting ari end:to nll tests. The eight-Power memorandum remained the focal point' 

in our ·negdtiaiions. 

·Now we"have before us a so-called "Draft treaty l?anning nuclear weapon tests 

in all envir0nments", submitted by the United States and United Kingdom delegations 

for the consideration of our Committee on 27 August. What sort of document is this? 

Once inore we are being told that these are new proposals., Th.e whole huge p~opaganda 

machine of ~he Western Powers, and Western st~~esmen, including those of the highest 

rank, are trying with all their might to convince public opinion to take these latest 

·"newn proposals for something they are not in fact. If we listened to Mr. Dean 
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we would believe that this is almost a concrete statament in treaty language of the_

provis!ons contained i·n,· the eight-Power memorandum. Mr. Dean said at our. meeting . 

on 27 August. that these_proposals ·. 

"take-into account-constructive suggestions by the eight new· members-

·.of: this· Conference, including those contained in th~ir memorandum of 

16 April (ENDC/28), A reading of the text of the comprehensive 

treaty-now laid before the Committee will· show the· serious extent to-· 

which those suggesti'ons ·of the eight ·new: members have been taken 

· into, account,." : (ENDC/PV, 75, p .. 6 ) 

• We· have read: this text; and made an effort to disc-over- the points i.t has. 1n 

eommon with; tne eight-Power memorandum about which Mr. De-an spoke so solemnly. Vle 

have also compared the provisions of. this d-r.aft treaty with those of the earlie.r 

dr'a.ft submitted by the United .States an·d the· United K_ingdom on 18 April 1961. We 

should· now like to report .t.o the. Committee on the results· _of these eomparisons, · . 

· Let us be'gin with ithe que·stion of· inspection. .An int.egral part of the draft 

treaty sulmitted by the United ,States and United Ki-ngdom last year was the prine.iple 

of obli·gato·ry 'on-site ·inspection,. although there was in faet no need tor sueh 

·inspection.· Obligatory on-site -inspeqtion ,is ·an integral part also of the new 

draft. Secondly, on· the que-stion .of inspect.iont .the Uni~ed States and the Uni:f;ed 

Kingdom have no·t moved towards the provisions of the memorandum of the non-al~gned 

States. · They have not agreed to accept one of the basic provisions of that 

memorandum, nam~ly, ·the provision that verification in loco may be earried out only 

at the invitation of the State on whose territory an u~ide~tified and signifieant 

event has take·n place •. 

Let us turn now to the question of the system·of control posts-for supervising 

eompiiance·by States with their obligation not toncarry ~ut nuclear tests. The old 

proposals of the United States and the United Kingdom were based.on th~-aim to 

establish an· extensive system of international control posts on the territories of 

all States,· under cover· of which the ·NATO . intelligence servic.e could work. And 

what do the United S·bates and the United_ Kingdom now propose? Essentially a similar 

international system, the main elem-ent of which would be observation stations set up 

under· a o~ntralized·system, with international obse:r;-ve~s- in them, who would also be 

a.ppointed·by the international commission.. The eight~Power memorandum, on :the other 

hand, is based on the assumption :that observation should be_, carried out by means of. 

existing national stations for the detection of nuclear explosions. Consequently, 
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the United States and the United Kingdom have not accepted this important provision 

of the eight-Power memorandum either and here again they maintain their former 

:p4..'3i tions. 

Furthermore, in the United States and United Kingdom proposals of last year, 

as in their present proposals, considerable space is devoted to the question of the 

administration of the international control system. Now, as then, the Western 

Powers demand the appointment of one principal person in whose hands would be 

concentrated full authority over the international control system. The only 

difference is that, whereas previously he was called the "Administrator", now the 

Western Powers have coyly changed his name to 11 Executive Officer 11 • But the functions 

of this Executive Officer are essentially the same as those of the former Administrator~ 

In fact, it is proposed that he should handle all questions connected with the 

carrying out of obligatory on-site inspection~ 

But what is proposed in the memorandum of the non-aligned States? We find there 

only the suggestion for constituting an International Commission, consisting of a 

number of highly qualified scientists, which would be the basic element of the system 

for carrying out observation over the fulfilment of an agreement to cease nuclear 

weapon tests, In the Western Powers' draft, there is also a commission, but it 

assigned a much smaller part than the "Executive Officer", also in regard to 

questions of on-site inspection. What, then, is the "new" draft treaty submitted 

by the United States and United Kingdom conforming to on this question? 

One may well ask: Vfuat remains of the eight-Power memorandum? We would say 

that only odd scraps remain., As is now clear, underlying the "Draft treaty banning 

nuclear weapon tests.in all environments" are the old proposals of the Western Powers, 

rejected as unfeasible in practice. 

Therefore this draft treaty cannot be accepted as a basis for working out an 

agreement on the cessation of all nuclear weapon tests. 

Now let us take a look at the second draft presented by the United States and 

the United Kingdom, under the heading "Draft treaty banning nuclear weapon tests .in 

the atmosphere, outer space and under water" (ENDC/59). It is proposed in this draft 

to legalize the continuation of underground nuclear explosions. The question arises 

whether such a proposal could at least to some extent contribute to the cessation of 

the nuclear arms race, and consequently, to lessening the danger of a thermonuclear 

war~ Let us examine the arguments put forward by the United States representative 

in support of this draft~ 
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Mr. Dean said first that a treaty which would ban nuclear weapon testing in 

the atmosphere·, ·outer space and undeT water, but which would not prevent the 

continuation of underground nuclear tests -- I quote: 

" .. ~ , would resul-t in a definite dovmward turn in the arms race. 

Under such a·ban, 11 continued MrQ Dean on 27 August~ 11 .o .. testing 

of entire weapons systems would be precluded.. Testing of weapons 

to learn how they could be used in battlefiold situations would be 

denied nuclear Powers., Development of ev:er larger yield warheads 

for missiles would be st.opped; 1 (E~/PV. 75. p.ll) o; 

We must confess that 1ve were somewhat amazed to hear these assertions, as we 

were when we read them afterwards in the verbatim record. Only ten days ago, o.t 

our meeting of 17 .l1.ugust, we heard ·ur. Dean so.,y the exar.t opposite. At that 

meeting he described in some detail the results mifitarily which he considered could 

be achieved with even very small underground tests, let alone big tests of that type. 

Ten days ago Mro Dean explained that with underground nuclear tests it was possible 

to improve, for instance, tactical weapons~ Is not the improvement of these weapon~ 

one of the important trends of the nuclear arms race? Vfuo can say what difference 

there is between tactice.l and strategic nucle.ar weapons? 

Further Mr,. Dean said that as a result of oven small underground nuclear t-ests 

it is possible to nchieve~ 

"development nnd improvement of the small initiating portion of larger 

wee pons 11 
( ENDC /PV. 71 ..... Jlt..~Q) • 

Therefore, not only tactical but also larger --obviously strategic --nuclear 

weapons' can be improved through underground nuclear explosions. 

But that is not allo At the sar.1e meeting, Mr .. Dean pointed out that with small 

underground nuclear explosions it is possible to achieve -
11 development of' basically new weapons as, for example, the pure fusion 

weapon about which so much has been written and said'' (.1£ii!..) 

As you see, underground nuclear tests can not only be used for improving 

existing n~clear weapons, whether tactical or strategic, but also for developing 

basic.al.ly ·new and obviously more devastating and lethal types of weapons of mass 

de:struction. 
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Finally, Mr. Dean said in the c.ourse of the same meeting of 17 August that with 

small underground nuclear tests it would be possible to ascertain -

"••• weapons effects, namely, of the damages caused by shock, blast, 

X-rays an~ neutrons 11 (ibid.). 

I must, of course, apologize for having to quote repeatedly, but I think that 

in order to understand the United States position on this question, it is necessary 

to quote the stetements made by the United States delegation,· Consequently, it 

appears that there is no problem or at any rate hardly any problem in the field of 

the nuclear arms race which could not be solved by means of underground nuclear 

explosions. 

We gave .due attention to the explanation offered by Mr. Dean on 17 August.- He 

is well qualified to give these explanations: no other country has had so much. 

experience of underground nuclear tests as the United States. Since last September 

alone, more than forty underground nuclear tests in Neva~a have been announced, while 

during the previous series of underground tests the United States detonated under-

ground, according. to its own announcements, thirty-two nuclear devices. It is 

obv~ous that in view of all this experience, Mr. Dean could well say something on 

this subject. 

Nevertheless, only ten days passed and Mr. Dean began trying to ~ersuad~ us·that 

in a situation where underground nuclear explosions would continue, it would be 

possible in some mysterious way to slow_down the.nuclear weapons race. He says one 

thing one day and another thing the next, depending, obviously, on what the United 

States considers to be to its advantage at the particular moment. 

If we look at the true situation we cannot ignore the fact that the continuation 

of underground nuclear weapon tests will certainly not.stop the nuclear arms race and, 
I ' I I : ' ~ 

consequently, the threat of a thermonuclear war will only be increased. On 

9 September 19~~ ,_ ~he Chairman of the Council of ~inisters of the Sovie.t Union, 

Mr. Khrushchev, replying to a joint message from President KennedY and Prime Minister 
. ' . (" 

Macmill~n, concerning .the. cessation of nuclear weapon tests in the atmosphere only, 

said: 

"Why did the Soviet Government oppose, and why does it continue to . 

oppose, this approach to the problem of discontinuing nuclear weapon 

tests? The reason is that to agree to discontinue only one sort of 

test in the atmosphere -- would ill serve the cause of peace. 

Such an agreement would amount to a fraud on the peoples. It could 
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engender among them the harmful and dangerous illusion that steps 

were being tal~:.en to discontinue the arms raee whereas in reality 

nothing of tho kind was being done. In fact, governments would 

be continui::.12;, so to s:peak~ under legalized arrangements to improve 

their existing designs of atomic and hydrogen weapons, and for this 

purpose would be using underground ·C.ests, including tests for 

so-called peaceful purposes, and tests in outer space, Moreover, 

there would remai~ the possibility of constructing, on the basis of 

the data ohtc.,ined froln these experiments, new and yet more 

destructive types of llUclear weapons. Of course, military circles 

in the S·tates members of NJ .. TO would merely rub their hands with glee, 

since they very well know that the fulfilment of this plan would bring 

grist to the mill of the NATO bloc - the :potentir~l aggressor, 11 

(GEN/DNT/12] . p.3) 

This assessment of the situation holJs good to this day .. 

Now let us turn to the second argument put forward by Mr. Dean in support of 

the proposal of the United States and the United Kingdom, He formulated this 

argwnent in the following manner~ 

'
1
.,. • a treaty banning tests in the atmosphere, in outer space, and 

in the oceans would have an effect on ·the countries that are about 

to enter the nuclear arms ~ace~ Almost all areas of weapons 

development 2.-nd technology, par:ticularly those areas I have just 

discussed, would be me~de more difficult for them if these nations 

became parties to such a treaty< 11 (ENDC/PV ~ 75, p .. ll) 

In other words Mr~ Dean was trying to prove that the cessation alone of tests 

in the atmosphere, in outer space and under water, even if underground tests 

continued,. would be sufficient to prevent the further spread of nuclear weapons. 

One may well_ ask the following g_uestion: If States retain the possibility of 

carrying out underground nuclear tests-- if, furthermore, such tests are in a\sense 

legalized -- where are the guarantees that a State which might wish to create its· 

own nuclear weapons would not take advantage of this situation in order to carry 

out its tests in ·the und.~rground environment? There is no such guarantee, nor 

can there be any,. On the contrary, ·~he legalization of underground tests would be 

a stimulus to States desiring to create the1r O"Wll nuclear weaponso Mr. Dean himself 

explained, as I have just recalled, ·that all problems connected with the development 

and improvement of nuclear weapons of any power can be solved by means of underground 

tests~ 
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F~nally, the third. argument put forward by Mr.· Dean boils down to the following~ 

the draft treaty proposed.by the United States and the United Kingdom would 
11 stop the radioactive pollution of the atmosphere, space, and the 

oceans," (ibid.) 

This is put forward almost as the main argument in support of the proposed draft 

trea-ty. Ii is easy, however, to perceive that by playing on the emotions of simple 

people, they.want to secure the support of public opinion for a plan which is fraught 

wibh a tremendous threat to the lives.of m~llions and millions of people. Can anyone 

have forgotten that the United States bears the responsibility not only for the 

testing of nuclear weapons but also for the use of such weapons against hundreds of 

.thousands. of defenceless inhabitants of Hirnshima and Nagasaki? 

.The Soviet Government, like the governments of all· other peace-loving countries, 

is concerned at t?e con~equences which may arise in connexion with radioactiv~: 

fall-out as a result of. nuclear w~apon tests. This is one of the reasons why it is 

steadfastly and consistently striving .to put an end to all nuclear tests for all 

time, However, it is impossible not to see that there· is a far greater danger in 

the world today -- the danger of thermonuclGar annihilation, especially in view of 

the fact that the United States is hatching plans for a preventive nuclear war. 

The Chairman of the Council of Ministers of the Soviet Union, Mr, Khrushchev, 

speaking a yea~ ago about .this feigned concern of the United States and the United 

Kingdom at the pollution of the atmosphere; said: 

"It would be more honest to tell the peoples what really awaits then· 

if events continue to develop as they have-been developing in recent 

months as a result of the increasing aggressiveness of the NATO Powers' 

J?Olicies. For .events a;re taking ·such a course that, if the Western 

Powe_rs .' policies ~r.e not changed in time, mankind may be caught up in 

t,he tornado of a nuclear missile war in which· tens and hundr·eds of 

millions of people would be incinerated. 

"With the NATO Powers' present policy the danger to be feared 

is_no longer radioactive fall-out, but that nuclear weapons 

themselves, with all their lethal destructive powers, may fall on 

.the.heaa of mankind." (GEN/DNT/121, p .. 6). 

~hese wo~~s were uttered a year ago and are just as valid today. 
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The threat of a nuclear war cannot be eliminated by legalizing a nuclear 

armaments racea But what the United States and the United Kingdom are proposing 

constitutes just such a legalizationq How could we agree to accept such a proposal? 

We must also d.:raw ottention to yet another serious danger with which the United 

States and the United Kingdom :proposal is fraught. This proposal is clearly aimed 

at securing unilateral military advantages for the Western Fowers to the detriment 

of the defence capability of the Soviet Union and other socialist countries. 

It is well known that for many years the United States has been availing itself 

of underground tests in order to im:provo its nuclear weaponso The machinery of 

underground nucleE1r tests in the United St2.tes is in full swingo It is easy to see 

that if the United St[l.,tes succeeded in getting underground tests legalized, while at 

the same t1me tests in the o,tmosphere would be banned, this would mean that the United 

States would be c,ble to go on improving its nuclear weapons and increasing their power 

and efficiency, whereas ··the Soviet Union would find its hands bound in regard to the 

improvement of its o1·m defence capacity., In whose interests is all this? In any 

case it is not in the interests of strengthening p8ace, of ensuring the security of 

peace-loving States and lessening the threat of a nuclear war~ We cannot agree 'to 

give the .United States a virtual monopoly ~or the improvement of its nuclear armaments. 

The Soviet Union is in favour of the complete· prohibition of nuclear weapons, the 

cessation of their production and the destructioh of all stockpiles. 

The Soviet Government f1rmly adhe:':'es to the position that it is necessary to 

reach agreement without rielay on the cessa·tion of all nuclear weapon tests without 

exception .q ... in the etmosphero, in outer space J under water and underground. The 

thorough discussion which has taken place in the Committee on this question shows 

with the utmost clea~ness not only that this problem must be solved but also that it 

can be solved, Yes, gentl em~n~ this lies 1•ri thin our power) if all the Governments 

represented here are prepared to agree to put a stop to the nuclear arms race. 

Vle propose to the Western Po,Ters 1:ihat T.\'e reach agreement ·to put an end to all 

nuclear weapon tests in any Hnvironment., The Soviet Union is prepared to approach 

this question from the mosJ\J construct] ve standpoint ancL to take into account all the 

useful consideratio::1s which have b,em put for'l'vard by vo,rious delegations in the course 

of the discussiono .i:wcordingly, we a::-e prepared to envisage distinctions in the 

nature of a Rolution which could be adopted immediately -- in regard to tests in the 

atmosphere, in outer space and under water, on the one hand, and to tests in the bowels 

of the earth, on the other. It might be possible to reach agreement that all tests 
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are to cease simulteneously -- I s~ress the word 11 simultaneously11 --but in regard to 

nuclear ~ests in the atmosphere, in outer space and under water the solution would 

be of a definitive nature, whereas in r0gard ·bo underground tests it would be in the 

nat·ure of an underste.nding which would reme~in in foTce until it was replaced by a 

permanent sol~tion. And in order to fiad such a pP-rmanent solution of the question 

of the cessation of underground nuclear tes·ts we have a sound basis -- the memorandum 

of the eight non-aligned StatesG 

Those who stubbornly refuse to take tho eigh-t-nation memorandum e.s the basia for 

solving the question of puttirrg r.,n encl to tests are only complicating the whole matter 

and. demonstrating their :.:nvr:lllingness to seek agreement on a mutually acceptable 

basis. 

Attempts are being tnade !:ere to convince p_r; tha~ the only wa.y to release the 

negotiations on the discontinuance of nuclear weapon testG from the deadlock is by 

adop·bing one of the two proposals of the Western Powers of 27 August. In other 

words, the Committee is being asked to give u~ supporting the joint memorandum and to 

accept as a basis for further negotiations proposals w~ich are radically at variance 

wi ·t,u ·that me::norand'.un ~ No, gen--blom\Jn.. Ill. -~he p ... 'esent circumstances the proposals 

of· the eight non-aligned. States continue to be the mo.Tt realistic basis for solving 

the problem of putting an end to nuclear tests~ These proposals provide a way out 

of the impasse, and the Soviet Union continues to surport them. 

The Soviet Union also supports other proposals put forward by the representatives 

of the non-aligned countries with a view t~ facili {;ating the settlement of. contro

versial questions~ In this connexion it is worth considering the proposal that the 

nuclear Powers should give a::t unde:~takir.g u.s from a 0-rrtain date, say th~ beginning . 

of January 1963 -- not to car1 .. y out any nuclear ·t0st~.; 

The solution to the problem of putting ar:;. end -t.o all nuclear weapon tests now 

depends entirely on the Weste:rn Powers. If they finally agree to accept the eight

nation memorandm.a as the basis in very deed., then the way towards such a solution 

would be opened. 

Mr .. CAVALLETI (Italy) (translation from French): I asked to speak this 

morning to t~ke part in tho discussion on item 5(c) of our: agenda which be;;an at 

previous meetings~ But before coming to the subject of what I have to say, I should 

.like to tell ~he Conference about E.o~e coinBe:J.taries published by Pra_y.!f~ on 27 August, 

that is the day before yes·~erday, on the ::::ubj ect of a limited agreement on nuclear 

tests and the idea put forward in this connexion on 15 August by the Italian 

delegation (ENDC/PVe70, p~20)~ 
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In Pravda we can read as follows: 

"Italy, which in alnost everything blindly follows the United 

States suddenly put forward a proposal for the banning of atmospheric 

and under water tests. Washington severely reprinanded the Italians, 

for not only ell measures designed to lead to the abolition of tests 

but even those eiwed at limiting them are coopletely unacceptable to 

the United St~tes Government. Washington's sharp reproaches 

disappointed the Italian leaders, who only wished to make themselves 

useful. The knerican reaction has sho'~ all countries once again that 

the United States is opposed and will always be opposed to the efforts 

of the peoples ·who wish to put an end to the atonic race. Neither the 

manoeuvres of United States diplomacy nor Wn,shington 1 s propaganda 

efforts will succeed in concealing this fact." 

This is a translation but I think it corresponds exactly to the Russian. 

I did not wish to deprive the Conmittee of this example of the accurate and 

faithful reporting of events. Unfortunately for Pravda, this so very truthful 

report was published on 27 August, the very ds,y on which the United States and United 

Kingdom delegations submitted here the two draft treaties with which you are familiar 

and one of which concerns precisely a lioitod agreement. 'rhat is a misfortune which 

can happen to nny nevrspaper in the world; it is not, therefore, to criticise Pravda, 

that I have quoted its article, but in the hope that the Soviet Government, whose 

thinking is usually accurately interpreted by Pravda, will not wish to oppose -- in 

the expression of its newsp~per -- the desire of the peoples who 'vish to put an end 

to the atomic race~ even if the first step should be a limited agreement. 

After the United States and the United Kingdom Governments, in full agreement 

with the other ITestern delegations here, had given concrete evidence of their 

readiness, too, to conclude a limited agreement on tests, if a full agreement is not 

possible at present, we waited hopefully for the answer of the Soviet Government, 

confident that it would correspond to the desire expressed by Pravda. Unfortunately, 

after Mr. Kuznetsov's speech this morning, we are forced to realize that that is not 

how things are,. It was with the gravest concern that we heard Mr. Kuznetsov say 

this florning that, for the moment, the attitudo of the Soviet delegation is contrary 

to the hopes which the new Anglo-American proposals had aroused throuehout the world. 
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Faced with the terrible responsibility of a negative 

reply, the Soviet delegation is now trying to confuse the issue by insisting on 

the application of the eight Power memorandum, naturally according to its owri 

interpre.tation, In my opinion, it would be the most serious and striking distortion 

of -t.he memorandtun and an utterly false interpretation of the intention of the non

aligned delegations that the memorandum should be used by the Soviet delegation as 

a pretext to prevent an agreement which, with the two alternatives proposed by the 

United States and the United Kingdom delegations, is now possible and easy, I still 

hope that the negative attitude taken up by the Soviet delegation is not final. I 

believe that the Soviet Government will not be able to oppose the wishes of its own 

people of which. Pravda has told us, 

Moreover, I am quite certain that the Soviet Government will not be able to 

resist indefinitely the pressure of all those whom Mr, Kuznetsov this morning 

called "simple peoplen (supra, p.21), that is to say, all the peoples of the world 

who will try in the General Assembly of the United Nations to persuade the Soviet 

Union not to oppose unreasonably ana obstinately a first step to nuclear agreements 

which would be of fundamental importance and of unprecedented moral and political 

significance and would give a powerful impetus to our negotiations for general and 

complete disarmament. 

Passing now to item 5(c) of our agenda, I should like to say first of all that 

the Italian de~egation has followed with the greatest attention the explanations 

that the United States and Soviet delegations have given us on this subject. The 

Italian delegation is glad to.note that their respective :positions on the problem of 

conventional.we~pons have moved a little closer together despite the very·considerable 

divergencies which unquestionably remain. 

The Soviet Union's acceptance of a 30 per cent reduction in conventional 

weapons during the first stage of disarmament is a step forward which the Italian 

delegation does not underestimateo Moreover~ besides being a concession to Western 

theses, it is ,a concession to logic, For the Soviet draft treaty, which proposed 

that th.e.reduction of weapons should be proportionate to the reduction of armed 

forces (ENDC/2, article 12 ~ .para.l ), , laid down a criterion so vague and indirect 

that technically it was neither applicable nor defensible. 
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Welcoming the development of Soviet thinking in this connexion, may I say that 

it could open the way to nn agreemPnt if it was followed to its logical conolusion, 

namely, if the Soviet delegation did not., at "the same time, ins is·:., on the 100 per 

cen·t. abolition of nuclear delive::ey vehL::!les. We canna~ accopt this meas~re for 

reasons which we have se·b forth a·~ leng+.h and of which I also spoke at ou.r mee·bing 

But apar-b from ·0he r..::asons o:;? subs-vance; -t.his 

proposal 'J.lso :r:aises further special difficulties of detail if it is associated 

in the s arne stage with different measures of dis armament. for -Jonventiona] weapons .. 

For if nuclca~ delivery vehicles wer8 to be subjeci to a percentage reductjon 

different from ·bhat. app1i·ed to conven·bional weapons, i-'o would be necessary ·t.o wor~ 

ou·t. a defin1 tion of nuclear ·;v-eapons and to druw a line of rlemar0atio1.~. bet·weon the 

twoc- This ex·i..romely complicated. problerr: cloes not n,:;::-ise in applying the United 

States plan, for this plan adop·cs ·thQ same measul'es for conventional and for nuclear 

weapons, It envisc.ges precise lists of weapons which will be destroyed up to 30 per 

oen~ during the first ztageJ whether they are classified us conventionul or as 

nuclear 1veapons ., 

The Soviet plan by cont,1·ast, could ::.1.ot be applied without a prior exact 

definition of tho r;onven-tional weapons --;v"l:::.ch, as vn; l\:no1•r, would be trea-ted differently 

f:;:om n--:.clear ·yrea:pon8 iE -t,he first stage~ It is very easy to say, as the Soviei 

delega·bion has suicl.. c:,t Te0ent mee-~ings, that. the dis·binntion between conventional 

and nucl.ear weapons should be based on tho criterion that anything which is capable 

of delivering nuclec.,r ·;v-eapons is :i.tG elf a ~.1uclear weapon? wi +bout r~onsidering whether 

the same -type of weapon ::!an also be used for ·(.he delivery oi' _•.onven-l;ional weapons.., 

In fare.·), by rea::; on of the dual ca:paci -:;y of a very great number of weapons one would, 

if the Soviet propose..l were a~_,-·,epted, have to include _all, or pra(.ti(-.ally all, 

weapons in the fLcst s·hage .' ::t :propos:L tion at variance with ~ny pract.i ('.al possibility 

and vri t,h our agre eel princ:i:pl es ~ 

The Ite..lian delegation, as I said before, has alway~ asserted that the mingling 

in the same stage of "hoi;al and. part:i.a~. measures of disarmament makes d.isar!llament 

impossible·; 

us sur:cess, 

0!1.1 .. : the a:;;>:plication of a r2aso.nable gradualisr:~. in n.ll fields ·~an ~rin;? 

In this :::!ounexion, I should lil-;:.e to mention the points raised by the 

Ethiopian representnti-.:re on 24 .L~ugust- (EJ:..IDC/PV ~ 74,ppql4 et s) concerning our method 

of work., His remarli.:s ar-e somewhat pessim1stic, but have a, basis of truth, I am 

less pessimistic_ than he is but I share his opinion ·bo <1 considerab::.e extent. What 

I have just said confirms j in .fact, ·bhe practica-l impossibility of including in the 
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same stage proportionate and ·botal measures, namely, reduction of 30 per cent of 

some weapons and. the total abolition of others 4 

The recent acceptance by the Soviet delegation of the proportional method, 

though limited to conventional weapons, shows that the logic of our arguments has 

had its first success. I hope that our Committee realises the particular necessity, 

also pointed ·out by :Mrco Alamaye;ju (ibid.,~ P.20), of accepting as the basis of its 

work the proportional methoa. which alone conforms ·to logic, to the practical 

requirements of a gradual and pro~ortional disarmament, and to our agreed principles. 

Mr. NASZI~O\'lS.KI (Poln.ncl) C~m..!Jd.i~on from F.rench): I should like to devot~ 

my remarks today to item 5(c) of document ENDC/52, that is, to the questiqn of 

conventional weapons~ I shall first make a general remark~ 

Disarmament conce~ning conventional weapons constitutes one part of general a~d 

complete disarmament... This aspect is closely b0und up with other measures of 
• 

disarmament and should have a proper place in the disarmament plan as a whole. This 

is a basic factor which distinguishes the strategic situation at the present time 

from what it was in the :past;; Whereas formerly the reduction in armed forces and 

conventional weapons might have constituted an important step on the way to 

abolishing war, today in the era of rockets and nuclear weapons, the question is 

different., 

Today, .genercl and complete disarmament constitute~ an indivisible whole. This 

programme oannot be carried out in isolated parts or in such a·way that it is 

possible to undertake large-scale military action with the most dangerous modern 

weapons while it is still in progress. 

All -bhese factors were taken into consideration by the Soviet Union in its 

draft trea~y. The draft t~~es account of ·the fact that in the present arsenals of 

Powers, conventional weapons constitute an inportant element, but one supplementing 

rocket and nuclear weapons~ It also takes account of the distribution, throughout 

Europe and Asia, of United States military bases which do not form part of the United 

State3 defence system but are directed against the territories of the Soviet Union and 

the other Socialist countries. To this we should add that a considerable part of 

the armed forces of the United States and its allies are.. S'irationod on fo.rgign 

territory in Europe and .ou:t.~.i~le Europe, That is why, th~ Soviet plan pr~poses, in 

the first st~ge, the total abolition of nuclear weapon vehiqles, the liquidation of 

military bases in foreign territory, the withdrawal of armed forces from the territory 

of other States an~, at the same time, a 30 per cent reduction in conventional weapons 

and a suitable reduction in the manufacture of these weaponse 
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If we compare the measures proposed in the field of conventional weapons by the 

two plans as modified we note that some common ground has appeared, This is clearly 

a favourable development. But it cannot disguise from us the picture as a whole. 

If we compare ~11 the measures proposed in the two plans for the first stage, 

we arrive at the conclusion that t~e United States plan envisages quantitatively a 

considerably smaller degree of disarmament and., what is more important, this 

disarmament is qualitatively different. 

The Soviet plan proposes removing the principal spearhead of modern armies at 

the beginning of the disarmament process, that is to say, the destruction of all 

nuclear weapon vehicles. The 30 per cent reduction of conventional weapons which 

would be carried out simultaneously with the total abolition of nuclear weapon 

vehicles would prm:~.ote the objective of the first. stage, that of eliminating the 

possibility of launching a nuclear war, By contrast, a reduction of conventional 

weapons linked only to a partial reduction of nuclear weapon vehicles •~nnot attain 

this objective. Thus, while the implementation of the Soviet plan would shift the 

centre of gravity of the national war potentials towards conventional weapons, the 

implementation of the American proposals would preserve the predominance of rocket 

and nuclear weapons. 

The United States representative, Mr. Stelle, today again tried to present the 

extensive scope of the measures envisaged for the first stage as a weakness in the 

Soviet plan ( sul)ra ~ · u. 9 ) • \i{e are convinced that in reality the position is 

quite different. To begin the disarmament process by a complex of d.ecisive and 

substantial disarmament measures would provide a solid basis for the implementation 

of subsequent stages and would. create a better atmosphere of mutual confidence, 

Turning to more detailed considerations, I should like to stress the following. 

It is very significant that the United States claims to see in what it calls 

"across-the-board11 reduction of armaments a panacea for all our difficulties, 

Mr. Dean claims, for exam!_)le, that the application of this method "best preserves 

the relative military balance throughout the entire dis armament process" (ENDC/PV, 74, 

.12.JM}. A little later, the United S-tates representative explained why he valued 

this method so highly. Its application would "keep the pattern of the military 

machine which ·each }?arty has chosen to develop." This is the crux of the matter, 

We ho.ve stressed on many occasions that one of the principal disc(lvant,ages of the 

United States plan was precisely this tendency to maintain, throughout the process 

of disarmament, an armaments structure which implies a permanent danger of attack 
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by rockets and nuclear weapons. For our part, we are aiming at something which is 

pre~isely the opposite, namely to eliminate this danger. imd that is where the 

basis of our divergence lies. 

If we compare the Soviet and United States plans in the field of conventional 

weapons, then, while. noting that the attitudes have moved somewhat closer together 

as I have said before -- we cannot help noting nevertheless that the two plans have a 

different approach to the destruction of conventional weapons during the first stage. 

Under article ll of the Soviet draft, wea:r')ns woulcl be destroyed at designated 

centres and all premises, stores ana. drill grounds would be transferred to the 

civilian authorities (ENDC/2, article 11, para.3). 

By contrast, the Unitud States draft proposes in sub-paragraph .ti.,2(c) that 

conventional weapons should first be placed in depots under the supervisio~ of the 

international disarLiament organization (E}IDC/30, pp.5-6). The destruction 9f these 

armaments would take place only afte~ the lapse of a specified period. The timing 

of the destruction of the weapons is thus dissociated from the carrying out of the 

other measures conte~plated by the treaty, in particular that of the reduction of 

forces. This creates conditions possibly favourable to a party which wished, at a 

convenient moment, to evade its contractual obligations and to resume rearmament. 

I should also like to devote a few moments to the problem of the limitation of 

arma production during the first stage. The question of the cessation, in the first 

stage, of the production of designatJd ty~es of weaponB and that of the cut-back i~ 

the production of other types is of great importance, for what is involved is giving 

the States parties to the treaty the guarantee that during th~ process of disarmament 

the possibility of re-equipping forces with weapons of other types and, primarily of 

the most dangerous tytJes, will be completely excluded. In keeping with .J0hi~ 

objective, the Soviet plan introdu~~es in the first s-tage the total prohibition of 

the pr.oduction of nuclear weapon vehi~Jles. Mr, Dean, in his statements of 6 Auc;ust 

(ENDC/PV g66) and 22 J1.ugust (ENDC/PV. 73) inquired when, _undGr the Soviet plan, the 

production of these vehicles should be stopped~ Logic alone shows that the 

production of nucleer weapon vehicles will stop simultaneou~ly with the beginning 

of .the first stage of disarmament, for if at that stage States set about the total 

abolition of nuclear weapon vehicles, it would be absurd to continue their production. 
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Simultaneously with the cessation of the production of nuclear weapons 

vehicles, article 12 of the Soviet plan proposes, for the first stage, an cqui-· 

valent reduction in the production of conventional 'iYeapons by the closing and 

dismantling or the conversion to peftcefu~L uses cf' c.n eq_uivulent number of enter-

prises manufacturing these weaponsft 

today, that the :provisions of the Soviet plan for the :;.:ectuction of arms rnanuf acture 

are confused? 

Analysis of point 3 of section A of the :I11:i JGed S-Lo,tes plan (E:NDC/30, pp.,6·-7) 

shows that throughout the first and ;second :CJtages StaJves ·would have the possibility 

of continuing t,he production of all oxi.still[S types of conventional weapon, not to 

mention nuclear weapon vehicles •1 YTi th reg~:::-d to production~ the United States 

plan does not establish the principle of tho closing, dislllantling and elimination 

of a designated part of war indus-try enterprises. Surely, we can infer tha-0 the 

reduction in armaments manufacture proposed b3r ·bhe United States would take place 

through the decrease in the quantiiy of weapons produced, without the liquidation 

of the productive installations~ And e.s a :;_~es,_:.l·!.:; ~ l'rould not the unemployed 

productive capacity constitute a po·bec.·btal product:!.ve base which could be 

reactivated? 

Although in its latest amendments ( sub· .. parael'aphs (c) and (d) of docum~r:·.l; 

ENIXJ/30/Add.,l) it :proposes the }?rohibJ..tion c~f ·hho :p::.·od.Gction of new types of 

weapon, the United States plan leaves nonethele~8 Ge::..·t.u.in loop-holes as regards 

improvements in existing types of ·weapon~ On 6 August, for example, lvir ~ Dean 

stated that States should be allovmd ·to conti:.:nlG cu~rent trials of existing 

weapons to ensure their continuing serviccabJ.lit:r (ENilC/PVc66, p.lO).. This 

allows the possibility of the technica.I lmprovemexr~ o:f existing weapons c Further, 

the United States plan envisages ·tlw :possi':lili ·L~r of carrying out each year a 

fixed number of tests with military l'G C1.~ Pts .. 

of weapons., 

All this can lead to an improvement 

As a result of changes in the two plans, the position of the two parties 

has also come closer together in t;he field of the limi tati6n of the production 

of conventional weapons. But it should, nevertheless: be noted that the concept 

of the limitation of weapon production under Johe United States plan remains wi·thin 
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the general idea of maintaining, throughout the disarmament process, the pres en~ .. 

military structure of States. This would mean that the comb~t capacity of the 

essential means of waging war, including nuclear means, would remain intact. 

During our discussions the Western deleGations ha.ve adopted the· practice, 

.as each problem is examined, of bringing forward the question of control and of 

attempting to subordinate all the disarmament measures to control. In doing so, 

they are generous in their praises of the United States plan of control and 

inspection by zones. Our remarks offering objective criticism of this plan are 

presented, on the other hand, as preconceived ideas. For example, on 27 August 

the Italian representative, Mr. Cavalletti, quoted a passage from my statement 

(ENDC/PV.75, pp.33-34). · Following the method that from time to time has been 

applied here, he sm·r fit not to quote the ·whole of my explanation, frow which it 

is clear that the total verification proposed by the United States signifies the 

control of weapons remaining at the disposal of States in the zone subject to 

control. Our criticism, therefore, concerns excessive control within the zone 

and not the territorial scope of the control. 

We hope that the Western Powers will at last give the Soviet project the 

attention it deserves and will come half-way to meet the constructive attitude 

of the Socialist countries, so that real progress can be made on the question of 

general and complete disarmament. 

Before concluding, I should like to make one more remark concerning 

~tt. Cavalletti 1 s lQst statement concerning the prohibition of nuclear tests and 

say that the ·western delegations a,re .attempting, with too facile argwnents, to 

exploit the hopes of the peoples of the world. 

No doubt the hopes of the peoples ~re fixed on the elimination of the 

disastrous effects of radioactive fall-out; but as the Soviet representative, 

I~. Kuznetsov, stressed today, the hopes of the peoples of the world are above 

all fixed on the ending of the dangers of the armaments race, on ending the 

.danger of the destruction of millions of human beings, and these hopes can only 

be realized by the ending of all nuclear tests. 
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-'110 the stateE1ents ;-Jade in t!:le cours-2 oi:' the :~metings. held on l'l!onday· and today· 

conce~ning tl1e proble:-:1 of the cessa·0ic:<1 of nuclu.:::,r weapon tests. Since this is 

en issue of outstu.ndirlg i:::.~)ort3JlC0 . ~y d8leJ9.tion sincerely :1opes that the nuclear 

:rc·wers will co:·:-!~ tc r.-n .urJ.d.erstandint; '."lhic~1 ~?ill brins an end tc c .. ll nuclear· weapon 

tests in all environ'1vnts for all tL:e. I c::nEct help notine t~~2.t, while the 

Soviet Union is :pre::.~::.red. tc sign hero cw.-::.d now· ~"'.n neree::.wnt t<~- stop all nuclear 

woe,pon tests in : ... :.11 envircnLJ.ents, ant: cf' t~1e draft treaties t<~blud on 27 Aue;ust in 

t~1is CoDni ttee by the ·:-.resteorn J?owers )reposes t~·w )cmning of so;:~e tests only 

(ENDC/59). That solution is of suc:1 ::"1_. nrrture as t.o give to the rennining category 

an official, legal J..lld ·internu.tion8..l blessing, encouraging· the -~-_r:.~~s race .. and 

stir.mlating the disse;:!.ination of nuclee1r weaJ?ons n.nd nuclear tests. As· 

l'Ir. Kuznet-sov rightly pointed out t~1is i.~:.orning, ·vrhat· we need, c~.nd what the hopes 

of the peoples are pinned to, is the cessation of all nuclear v.r8npon tests. i:;!y 

delegation in~ends to put forward its views on that issue at ohe of our future 

r.1eetings. 

I should now like to speak on ~oint 5(c) of docuoent ENDC/52, disarr.:H1oent 

DJasures· in rego.rd to conventional 2.r:_~[L-.~ents, our debate on whic~:.. has begun in 

accordance with the procedural provisions adopted on 24 July. ~e h~ve followed 

\'lith careful attention the inport3Jlt st2utw·.:ents nade on this subject during· the 

drevi ous two i~:eetine s as well as <1t this r.:wrning,' s neeting. The· Ror:J.a..'1ian 

del~gation wishes to state its position on· sooe as?ects of the prcbleo. ·As has· 

been rightly pointed out by other d.e:lo::;a.tions, 'de have here an area where the 

CI.istance separatinr,;; the ::?Ositions ~1as ~)eGn. ns.rrowed down. At t~1e be[inning ·of 

our work there were two-different r.,p:;>roc-:.ches to the reduction of conventional 

One D.l)proact:., G!::.:todiod in t::e dr.~i't.. treaty subr::i tted by the Soviet Union, 

provided for ~ reduction of c;,rr:·,Clt1&Ilts corresponding to the red.uc-tion of arned fGrces 

(ENDC /2 and Add .. 1 ) ~" T:'1e . socond D.J:'·]I'08.ch, e~~1"tlodied in t~1e United States draft 

treaty outl_ine, provi¢1.ed fer a percGnto..[~e reduction of arcn::~ents (ENDC/3C and Corr.l 

and Add.! and~). The principle ly.inc, at ·.the bc,si s of the Soviet approach 'was a 

sir:1pl e and reasonable one corre spondinc; to the t2.sk of general nnd c or:1pl ete 

di sarraanent. However, wishing to :.wet the Uni tt:d States half way, the Soviet 
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Governr:.'lent ucce:;;:;ted tl1e United St:~:.tes )ropos;:::,l to ~;Toceed to r .. =;:el~centase reduction 

of convention;::,! arc~u:cents o.,nd accordini_·ly L~odified article 11, :;;;2.rasr2-}l1 3 of the 

Soviet draft tre~ty. 

r.:eeting each other hc~lf way, the 3,c~·-~c.ai2l1 delec:·ation welcoced t~1at initiative of 

t~1e Soviet Governnent expecting, c_-:.s :~1;::,::.1y other delE::;:ations corte .. inly expected too, 

t~1.at the United StrLtes dele~;ation ·'llso vvould ts.ke tb8 necessury steps to facilitate 

e.,n agreec:ent en the 2-:1ain ~-:.1easures to ~::0 taken in the first sta,~e of eeneral and 

c oGpl ete di sar:.:~mr:1en t. 

Al thougi1 v;e TIO'N h2ve 8. cor~::::.on 2-:):!_Jronch to the reduction of conventional 

arrJm?!ents, the United Ste1.tes outlino doos not ap}?ly it to the entire renge of 

c onven ti onal arE-::s:~1en t s. ~Tithin tl.1e frc:!.".Jework of the United St2.tes proposals those 

arE1aiJ.~nts are unjustifioJJly divided into two _?J.rts: arr:~m::ents ::_)ertaining to the 

fi:cst category would be subject to a reduction by 30 per ce.nt in the first stage, 

vr:1ile t~1ose in the second category v10uld. renain untouched. ~::.o::.~ecver, production 

of these ar;:-.'ln::ents would co on wi t::.cut r.ny licitation. 

::_,;ossibili ty of perfectinc ther:-t. I do .11ot thin!: it is necessary tc stress that, 

in. the present stc~te of :·.~odern tec~lncloQ,y, even a weapon belonginc to the snail 

c.9"-tegory, if perfected 2:-nd produced i::_._ lo.r:::,e quantities, cc.,:::! 1Jecone capable of 

:::.ssurin~: nn advantage to t~1e State ~;ossessin:::· it. ~'-'lay I rGcc:,ll in this connexion 

-0~.:..e trend tow3..Tds niniaturizs.tion ill ::~reseat-dny wea2on tecb11.0lGCY• 

·rhe United States reprE:sentJ.tive, 1.-[r. Stelle, n1:;ain referred to t~u: listed 

2.r1·::a::1ents, vi'1;,ic:1. of course le2.ves out, the unlisted weapons -- end there is no 

freezing in t~1e case ·:)f t~:cese unlist.cd :::,rc_:.a;:tents. :t::r. Stelle told us that there 

would not be any re:;?lace~:.ent of 1veo,::_,IOllS of t!10 listed cater.5ories by hisser 

arJ.·JaC.!ents, but there ro:::.c .. ins the )Ossioili ty of replA.cing thee.~ by sL'le.ller weapons 

which, according to the United States outline, are not subject to reduction in the 

first stage and nie:;'ht be )erfected in c. sic;nificant r:anner. Under t~1e systen 

envisaged in the United St2..tes plan ti1e:re is thus the undoubted danger that certain 

Ste.tes would secure sit.:nificunt adva:at2.ges for ther-jselves in tl-:e course of the 

first stage of .disarcJ.aDent by producin2 and perfecting the tyres cf conventional 

a:ri:1ar::wnts which are not subject to reduction. ~({e think that a relevant analogy 

in this respect is wi tl1 the pocket !Je..t-tl e shi::_)s built in ·Geruany efter the First 

VTorld War. The Soviet ~roposal does not allow the arQasents race to continue in 

t:1is field, even tc t:-w s::Jc::,llest extent, and, equ2.lly, does not offer any 

::_;Jossitili ty for any State to a_cquire >.:cili tary advantages at the expense of other 

s·bate s. 
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How do the Western delegations ez:9lain their position? They say that there 

would be ~reat difficulties in the VJ;j,Y of controlling the destruction of so-called 

sr:;all weapons in the first stace. They say also that a va.st c:,r~~1y of inspectors 

w·ould be needed, which would create considerable difficulty in the matter of 

recruitrJ.~nt of the necessary personnel 2-s well as great expense to cover the cost 

of such a control syster.:.. Such o~:.jections are groundless. Por exaLlple, let us 

suppose that all oili tary aircr3.ft -'tio be destroyed were concentrated in certain 

depots. We do not believe- th:1t a c;reat ,nany r..1ore persons w·ould be needed to 

verify that, besides the aircraft w-ith. ~1 given capc:.city provided for in the United 

States draft, other aircrJ-ft with 2. s:-.12.ller. ca;>aci ty also were destroyed. The 

direct control over the IJhysical destruction of ar1~1arJents is cmch easier to achieve, 

as was pointed out so convincingly by tl'~t: 'res:;_Jresentative of Sw·eden, Baron von Ptaten, 

a·l:i our neetinc of 17 Au,:-;ust (ENDC/?V.71, p.31). Therefore, there is no objective 

difficulty in settlin.:;; this i_)rob).er.r. All 1'{e aeed is: the deten:~ination to settle it. 

1et US not iDi tate the iJ.en in the· story who, ·while othe!'S SOU[;ht a solution of every 

difficulty, souGht instec.d difficulties in every solution. 

Now I should like to dwel~ u~I?Ol'l tl1e ?Teste:rn Powers 1 dm:umd that the principle 

of the percentage reduction should be.a:9J?licd equally to nuclear weapon delivery 

vehicles.- According to the Uni tee~ States outline di sarr:m::1ent oucht to be a kind 

of linear process consisting of an across-the-board reduction st~rting at lCO per cent 

t~1at is, level of aroa!ilents at the date cf the coning into force of the treaty -- and 

terminating at zero. Of course_, \'le kee:p in r..1ind the fact tllat the United States 

outline is not consistGnt with this j_Jrinciple since it does not a:;::.·ply to all types 

of weapons but allows sane of theQ to increase in nuob0rs during the process of 

disarr.1aoent, while. leaving unsettled in t},Je case of others even the question of their 

liquidation. 

At our meeting of 24 p_ugust the represent2,tive of the United States, Mr. Dean, 

· stated: 

"First, it reoains our belief the.t in order to r:.mintain bal8llce during 

disarmaoent all arnar~ents, bot21 convention£'.,1 and nuclear weapon delivery 

vehicles, defined by type, should be reduced across the board throughout three 

clearly defined stages_ of a trec.,ty. Second, we c·onsider that no oeaningful 

distinctions can be uade in )rp,ctice bet·w·een what t:{.re clearly nuclear d'efi v'ery 

vehicles and what aro purely conventional· nrDa:tJents. 11 (ErJDC /PV. 7 4, p- .42 ) 
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First of all .we note that thus the l:'{estern delegations cmr~inue their endeavours 

to confound nuclear weapon delivery vehicles with conventional arnanents. The 

representative of Italy, Mr. Cavalletti, supported their view -this r .. wrning. But 

it is unacceptable, not only for technical reasons but for i.:}oral and political 

reasons as well. The stand te1ken ~y the .. vfestern delegations in this regard does 

not heed the fact that, together wi t~.1 nuclear weapons ther~1sel ves, the Deans of their 

deli very to targets are part of the gre2.test de.nger threatenin; E1ankind, naL:;ely, the 

denger of the outbreRk of D. nuclear ve.r. Nucle~r delivery vehicles :<:Just not, on 

any account, be lucped with conventional aroaDents. Their efficiency, due to the 

unprecedented power of destruction of' nuclee.r wea_?ons, as well as their wide range, 

cannot in any case 1::;.\_j cor::pared wit~! tl:2.t of conventional ar:r .. ;o.,:.~:ents. 

At this norning 1 s r2eeting the representative of the United States, :ur. Stelle, 

asserted thn.t nucloar weal)0~1 delivery vehicles could not be differentiated froD 

conventional ar:: .. 1aDents and that there are vehicles not desi[ined for nuclear weapon 

use which n!ay later show ca:;_Jabilities in that respect. We have already had 

occasion to point out that our delegation cannot agree with.this view and that, as 

has been made abundantly clear in the course of our debates, fror:.:. a technical point 

of view there is nothing to prevent delivery vehicles fro~ beinG distinguished from 

conventional arraaQents. 

One might wonder why such argufi1€n·ts are resorted to .. Obviously it is in order 

to justify the refusal of the United States and the other Western Powers to agree to 

the destruction of all nuclear weapon delivery vehicles in stage I. In this regard 

I think that it would be proper to recall an episode in .the hi story of disarmament 

negotiations during the life of the Leacue of Nations. It was in 1932. At that 

time the United States had proposed, in addition to q. series cf reductions of usual 

arDaments, the destruction of what it considered to be the ~ost dru1gerous armaments 

fran the poin·b of view of the naintenance of peace, nauely, bonber aircraft. In 

order to justify opposition to these J?ro:posals, at a :·:~eetin::; in 1932 t.he British 

representative, Sir Jolu'1 Sic~on, stated: 

" 11 The actual problen is one w:1ich cannot be solved coDpletely without 

considering the case of the civil cachine. Even if the Conference were to 

succeed, by a resolution, in n.'ooli shing every ;:::ili tevry bor..:bi:ne, r:mchine, it would 

still be ~rue not only that it would have to consider how it was to proceed in 

respect of wili tary nachines of 2:reo.t power not designed for bm::binG" -- and 

similar w·ords were used by ~;ir. Stelle today - "but also the possible misuse of 

large ci vi] oachine s ." 
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I do not think -tba-b I need e:.:::.::iiJ.::.'.sizE: "the si~·_,ilarity, and Gore than. that, the 

identity between the reasons adduced ~t t~at tioe in order to reject the proposal 

i'or the destruction of bo:JbGr airc:;_~::~ft, and tho s,rgurwnts used IlO'i'mdays by the 

United Kine;don dele:::;ation ~1s well c-~E: by the United States dele·:..:,·.~t.ion ngainst the 

clemru1.d of ti:.e soci~,~li.st c1.clegatioris to liS_uid::::.te in the very first staee all 

nuclear delivery vehicles. The failure tD c,::;ree on the w-r;y to distini:?;Uish bonbers 

froD civil aircraft or fz-1:;:_ liilitetry but not bo~ber -- uircrQft was one of the 

ff'oCtors vvhich )reventE:d the reachi:1c; of an agree":·.:ent o.-t that, ti;·.ln. 

The position of l'JY delec;ation is that stac:::e I nust bring t:· r.1an.kind liberation 

from the greatest danr~;er t~H'l.t has eve:t.' tl1reatened it, the d<?,n~:cr of the outbreak of 

nuclear war. lfuat is it that causes tho present uneasiness in the world? Why 

First is disarri.1aDent :ww the uo,st outste1ndinc; issue in international relations? 

of all, because there exists the d2,ncer of nuclear war. Therefore, in this 

connexion there co,n be no rooEi fo:c h.alf i~}easures, p2urtial reductions or gradual 

apj!roaches. The representative of Italy again todo_,y asked for a logical extension 

of these appro2.ches to nuclear wea:;_=;on delivery vehicles~ But w1:mt is logical in 

this case? It is to treat the issue , .. ifithin the franew-ork of its characteris~ics; 

wad big issues call for decisive ste~s. 

What we need are drastic r::wasu:;_~es c.:1pable, fro,~J the very outset, of breaking 

tl1e backbone of the nuclear rocket syster: w~1ich ti1reatens tc des-troy entire 

countries and peoples. Fer this w0 :·.::cay conceive t~vo ways. ·rhe first way would 

be that of liquidatin,g o,ll nucl~_;f1r \Jec.?ons, anC!. t}:.nt is exactly what the Soviet Union 

v;-e.s proposing until 1960. The -\\Te stei":n Powers refused to E;o al cne:: that road. 

Frwce asserted -t.hat it -_v2:_s the nucle~:.,r delivery vehicles w-:!.1ich s:1ould be eliminated 

first. That is a sec end w.3.y of wi:r_?in.'::,' out the C:.anE;e r cf a nuclear war; without 

such r:1eans of delivery nobody can we..ce a nuclear 'War. The socialist States now 

propose that tl1at way be tc,ken. 

nuclear wnr W"ould be elL~~inated. 

By t~1e adopti o:a of that ~~.-:easure the danger of a 

Another reason invoked by the \'!estern Po·vrers for o:pposint.:~ t.:.1e liquidation of 

all nuclear delivery vehicles in ste.c;e I is the need to rclaintc:dn the existing 

wilitary balance. The rej_)resentati ve of Polond has just quoted ·what Mr. Dean said 

in that connexion -- that the across-the-board reduction best preserves the relative 
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(i'.'lr. Eali tza, Ronania) 

nilitary balance throughout the entire diso.riJ.auent :process. _;_nd r."..y collee..eue 

froo Poland, in his outst~1ding intel~ention, rightly pointed out the significance 

of this issue. In fact, what would be preserved throughout the entire disaruaoent 

process by 1~1cdntainin2; nuelea± deli very vehicles as a result of the percentage 

approach would certainly be the precarious stability, along with its uncertainties 

a..11.d lack of secur1 ty, ~vhich charactorizes the :prevailing world situation. What 

would be IT!aintained, not only throu[;hout stage I but during the subsequent stages 

too, is the dane:;er of nuclear war. The elimination of nuclear weapon delivery 

vel1icles within the frar.ework of ste~r;e I sinul taneously with tP-.c dismantling of 

foreign r~lili tary bases as well as t:1e withdrawal of troops f'ron the territories of 

other nations does not ·give to any S-tate advantages at the expense of others but 

assures equal conditions of security for all. 

Mr .. Dean. r.1ade frequent references to the idea of Iilili t~Ty bc..l:1nce. We all 

lruow the content and the oeaning of the fifth principle set forth in t~1.e joint 

stateoen t of' 20 Septer.1ber 1961 (.EN:DC/5), but the way in whici1 ~·;Ir. DE: an is weighing 

the various ra.easures -- always findin;s ir~balances in every :Jropose.l made by 

socialist countries, whereas his own )ro:posals always seen to result in naintaining 

b::..lance -- reninds ne of the sayinc· of o. great J.~.r.1erican to t~1e effect -tLat scales, 

in order to be true, should have arns of equal length. It is obvious that 

~/r:• Dean 1 s scales badly need overhaul inc. Hovv could one e.Xj_)lain otherwise that 

ir.1balance is found in ti1e Soviet pro:)osals, which in fact r.1eet t~1e basic interests 

of the United States? To an un:Jrejud.iced t1ind it must be clear that the emergence 

of nuclear "'''ea:::1on delivery vehicles ~:mrked a turning point in the history of the 

United Stat.es -- the transition fror_~ the era when the Pacific and the Atlantic 

constituted its natural defence· line -to the era when its terri tory lost that 

invulnerability. The effect of the prOJ?Osal to elir:·dnate all nuclear weapon 

delivery vehicles in· the first stace is to give back to the United States what the 

eoergence of those means took away froi:1 it. 
As for the assertion that n. certain ir.1balance would er.1erge in the EuropeM 

continent, the socialist delegations have proved its inconsistency on nuoerous 

occasions. We have shown repeatedly that such an objection is 11roundre·s·.s. On the 

one hand, the level of arned forces would bo maintained as fctr as concerned the 

European socialist countries, includinG the Soviet Union, and the European allies of 

the United States; on t~e other ha...'l.d there would be a balance in the conventional 

armawents of those aro.ed forces, and the !:!an-weapon function is a criterion which 

cannot be ignored. 
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.h.ctuo.lly it is the United States pro2osals that lead to iLbalance. This will 

e:,:erge clearly if we recall that the United States draft contains no provi sian with 

respect to tbe disoantling of military bases on alien territory~ in other words, 

the proposal runs that while the uss:a, reduced its nuclear delivery vehicles by 

30 }_)er cent the United States would ::mintain lCO per cent of its oili tary bases on 

foreicn territories frmJ which a nuclear attack could be launched on socialist 

countries. 

1-\nother way whereby the "\{estern ?o~vers 1 proposals lead to inbalOJlce is to be 

seen in their approach to the problee of control, which they have enlarged upon so 

often in past ru1d recent discussions -- substituting it in fact for the problecs of 

substance, tho.t is disan:m~Jent measures. As is well kno""n, vri thin the fra1~1ework 

of the United States r)roposal there w·ould be control not only of the 30 per cent 

reductions but 2..lso af the arr:.mwents and arrJed forces renaining 2 ... t the disposal of 

States. That would be of a nature to create advantages for a potential aggressor 

State to the detrir:1ent of the securi-ty of peace-loving nations. 

The systeD of zonal inspection i_):CO::_)osed by the United States delegation runs 

counter to point 6 of the joint Soviet Union-United States declaration of 

20· Se:'.:Jtember 1961. according to whic~1. -t~::.e nature and volu;:1e of control should 

correspond to disarr.1a211ent ~~wasures. The so-called zonal inspection is proportionel 

to disarr:Jament in word only. In reD..lity a total control w·ould be exercised 

throughout a zone -- that is, over the entire defence systeo in the areu, whatever 

tl1e extent of di sarmaDent ~':easure s ~:ight be c.. t a t;;i ven r.:.oment. Applyinc the 

inforoation obtained from the inspected area a State having aggressive intentions 

could very easily deteruinc the defence systeu of the other State and thus acquire 

the knowledge necessary to launch an nttack. 

The representative of Sweden also expressed his doubts ~s follows: 

"... I doubt the ad vi sabili ty of introducing suet. methods during our very first 

steps on the road to disaroaoent as they seeo to ioply some risk of not 

fulfilling the criteria dealinB with non-divulgence of oilitary secrets 

(ENDC/PV.7l, p.32). 

... II 
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If one wants to ensure "the observcnce of t::1e principle of' ':Jc.lance tl1roughout 

the entire process of disD.n:.muent t~:en one r.1ust abandon <.::.11 devices for usine 

i:ns_?ection and control in such a way :::',s to enq,ble one St? .. te to derive 1.:ili tary 

advantage frmn uncoveri~1S -~b.e r:ili tc,ry establis~1c.ents cf ::mot~1er State. 

Those are the brief rer_·:arks I "':·:ished to subni t to this Cm:tr.:i ttee concerning 

the Datters now at issue. May I, ~t the saoe tioe, express tho hope of the 

Ror:;Gnian deleGation t~12.t co-•1ciliatory steps and r:1oves 1:.eant ·t,o brine the positions 

closer to each other, as are the :;~ro=_:;osals of thG Soviet Union with regard to the 

reduction of conventional arF~aoents,_. ·v,rill_ .follov,r fror-:: the other side in order to 

solve the proble::::.1s of tl1e first stage: in accordance· with the arder1t desires and 

vital interests of cacl~ind. 

I s~!outd like to begin by exj?ressing the pleasure of 

oy delegation at the cocoendable effort of the delegations of the United Kingdom 

and the United States reiJresented oy .J.:;~·.:eir two draft treaties {;::ii:JDC/58 and 59). on 

oanni:ng nuclear WCa:;?Oll tests whicl1 were tabled at our seventy-fifth neeting, ?ll 
27 August. · I describe the effort of the two delet:=·ations as cm:.K.:endable beca,u-se, 

by their initiative, the all.:.inportant.issue of a nuclear test o[:Jl is once again 

being given the consideration it dese~ves. That issue is a fm~da~ental one which 

lies at the root of our exercise on 2eneral nnd cor.:plete dist"..rr~~8J.:::.ent._ Because 

i'lUClear 8XJ_JlosiOI1S constitute naked ::::,,seressiG:-1 at;~in~t llur:mni ty ~-:_y del_egation has at 

all times cohten:ded that very little if nny :;:->roe;ress can i_n fact be ac~:iev~d on the 

generg,l is sue of di sar£.::anent if we do riot first of _~11 _secure a -'ureaty banning. all 

nuclear w~apon tests. It is in that lirrht t?::.a/li ny delegation wou_ld offer cor:.nents 
. . 

on t!1e Unit'ed Kingd01:.1-United States c-;.rc:,ft tres.ties. 

'Our· United States colleague, L1 introducing those draf-~ treaties, prefaced his 

re6arks with t~'le follovvii1c words: 

"Iii· the· interest of hunanity end of generations yet ur1'Jorn, the United 

States earnestly seeks a cooprehensive nuclear test b&J. tree.ty which will ban 

all nuclear weapon tests l.n all eavirom~wnts for all tiue." (ENDC/PV.75, p.5). 
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(Mr. iVlbu, Nigeria) 

j\f.~r. Dean went on to ask a question and then to &J.swer it hioself, as follows: 

"What are we trying to stop? \~e are tryine to stop the destruction of the 

human race and historical values. 

oay stop hunan progress altoget~er. 

business." (ibid.) 

If we do not stop testing altogether, we 

So let us wove forward about our 

Those are solecill words words which, if carefully weighea, are bound to leave us 

ouch food for thought. 

In this connexion I should like to refer to what Mr. Lachs -- our Polish 

colleague who has now returned hooe -- said on 15 August: 

"Many words have been used in this Cor.JrJi ttee; sometimes people get used to 

them so that they do not even react. There is a danger of inflation of words, 

but certain ~ords, though many tines used, retain their value and force." 

(ENDC/PV.70, p.l5) 

Those rer:mrks by Mr. Lachs are appropriate in describing Mr. Dean 1 s words at our 

seventy-fifth neeting. It is in that context that I should like to offer my 

co:~~ents on the draft treaties proposed by the United Kingdom ru1d the United States. 

On 20 August the representative of India, i!~r. Lall, speakins on a nuclear test 

::::_:n, had this to say: 

" ... I feel it is geroane to stress that in pressing for a test ban we have not 

been thinking only of the nuclear Powers but also of ourselves, of our freedoo 

from fall-out, and of our freedoo froQ the threat of the extension of this 

dread disease of testing to otber States. Therefore, we have ru1d have had our 

own interests very r:mch in view i:::1 nddressing ourselves to this oatter; and 

the eight-nation oenorandum Gust be regarded as directly and intrinsically 

realistic because it concerns ru1d takes into account our own well-bein6, our 

own need for an end to the cold war. And, indeed, in this respect our need is 

ouch more pressing than the needs of the nuclear Powers ther:::selves." 

(ENDC /PV. 72, p .16) 

Cur need to see an early end to the cold war is great and it transcends all 

It is becoming obvious every day that r.1ankind is involved in 

a CCDE2on fate with the existence of nuclear weapons, and it is illusory for anyone 

to continue to iDagine that profound ideological distrust or what I oight call 

pathological pl1obia -- can still divide tbe world. This is the supreme mooent for 

the two blocs to close ranks, whatever oay be their ideological differences. 
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11ly delegation believes that the eisht-nation neL1orandur.1 (ENDC/28). :;?rovides the best 
' . 

coooon basis for reaching a workable 2.ereenent bnnning all nuclear tests in :1ll 

environoents. It believes, therefore, that in considering the practicability or 

otherwi'se of the first draft treaty :2roposed by the United Kincdor:, and the 

United States full cocnizance ought to be taken of the eight-Power EJ.eDora.ndru:1. 

I should now like to tnrn to t~1e second draft treaty (ENDC /59).. It is indeed 

w.1 inporta~~ docu~.1ent, but in considering it mnny issues cow.e to r_:ind. It r_:-,urks a 

conspicuous advc.nce on the pnrt of the two Western delegations towards solving the 

question of n test bru1. What are the chances cf this draft treaty being accepted? 

I would say the ch:::mces are fair if otl:er kiadred conside~ations e.re also taken 

along with it. 

On 27 August our colleague fro::: the Soviet Union rJade ;>relL~inary col.:'.u:~ents on 

t~1e second draft treaty, and perhaps I night say that oy reuarks here relate 

r::.aterially to those prelir.1inary coc::::lents. I h.?..ve not had tir:.:te to study or to 

digest what was said by I!lr. Kuznetsov this LJ.orning. .. My initial reaction,. however, 

is that his detail.ed and fornal stateoent seeDed aioed at elaborating on those 

earlier reoarks of his, so that I feel ny own reoarks would not necess~rily be out 

of rJ.,ace should they be applied to his rer:mrks in rseneral. 

Mr. Kuznetsov said: 

On 27 August 

"The second docurJent, as far as I can cowe to a prelir::dnary c·onc~usion. froo n. 

rapid perusal of it, is aioed at virtually legalizing ~der{Sround nuclear 

weapon tests." (~CJpV. 75, p.35) 

i:..nd he went on to say: 

"If underground tests are not. prohibited, the threat of theroo-nuclear war 

being unleashed will continue to hnng over Donkind." (~.) 

Although the Soviet Union representative did not in his prelioinary rehlarks 

reject outright the idea of a partie,~ test ban, it ~vYould see:-.::: he is souehow 

concerned that there ought also to be sor1e fon2 of ~rchibition of undersround 

nuclear tests. I hope he will tell the Coi~~ittee.a little sore about the sort of 

:prohibition he had in mind with regard to this type of nucle2.r tests. 
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On the other hand, one is constrained to feeling that the proposal submitted 

by the Soviet Governnent on 28 Novm:~ber 1961 on the discontinuance of nuclec.r 

l'v·oapon tests Elight well be inferred fro~~1 Mr. Kuznetsov 1 s preliminary remarks. 

\That did that Soviet Goverm=wnt proposal say on t!1e question of a partial tests 

be,n? . It invited the Western Powers~ 

"••• to conclude i~~odiately an ap2ropriate agreeoent on the discontinuance 

of nuclear tests in the atrJosphere, under wat.er and in outer space ••• 11 

(ENDC /ll, p. 5) 

The cessation of the first of these three t~2es of nuclear tests, namely 

at~1ospheric tests, was of course first proposed by President Kennedy and 

Prime Minister }/!acmillan in their joint statement dated 3 Se::_)tm:1ber 1961 

(GEN/DNT/120). 

But the Soviet Governcent proposal of 28 Novegber 1961 contained another 

ioportant provision. It stated: 

"In regard to underground nuclear weapon tests, 'the Soviet GovernEJ.ent is 

of the opinio·n that States should undertake not to conduct sueh tests until 

agreeoent is reachHd on a systeo of control over underground explosions as a 

constituent part of an international systec of control over the impleoentation 

of a prograr:1r::1e of general and con:plete disaroaoent .. " 

Thus, the Soviet GovernQent docuoent envisages two things in the paragraph 

which I have just quoted. First, it seeks to place a ban on or to prohibit 

1rrlderground tests until azreeoent is reached. And~ secondly, it envisages that 

my such agrem"J.ent Eiust be reached within the fraDework of an international control 

syster.J which is linked with g·eneral and coraplete disarmasent. 

of the issue. 

Here is the crux 

I sincerely hope that our Soviet colleague will note thot the stand of his 

Governnent on a nuclear tests ban as ?art and parcel of a system of control on 

c_isarDauent now appears untenable because the i1Uclear tests issue is now r::wre or 

less accepted as our nu~·-1ber on~ priority tow-ards gener2.l and co:-_1plete d:isarmaue_nt. 

VTe 1..mst give consideration to what can ce done about undergronnd tests in the --

a.s I very sincerely hope -- likely event of our reaching agreer..1ent on a partial test 

bc.n treaty. 
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This'consideration deoands that the nuclear Powers do so~et~ing about 

underground tests whilst ~egoiiatins for a total test ban. This question, I 

subni t, adwi ts of one possibility: a L.1oratoriuD ·call it vollliJ.tary, call it 

pe"rtial, if you wish -- r:mst also be reached by the nuclear Po·vrers on underground 

tests, pending the 'final agr&eaent b3llnine: all tests. There arv coopelling 

reasons why vre rr.:ust seek to secure a r.1orntoriu~n on underground tests whilst at the 

sar.w time agreeing on a partial bu,n treaty. 

What are those cocpelling reasons which call for a morz.-'c.oriw::I on underground 

tests? Here I r:mst quote extracts frmJ. what the representative of the United 

States, Mr. Derm, told us on 17 Aut5ust about undor[rormd tests. These are his 

words: 

"As a few sp~cific illustrGtions of the develop~ents that can be cade 

with soall -- and, 'indeed, very soall -- underground explosions, I would 

enumerate the following: 

l. developr.1ent and testing of tactice.l weapons; 

2. developnent and· inprover.1ent of t~1e small ini tiatint: portion of 

larger weapons; 

3. tests of weapons effects, naE:ely, of the daD!!Jes caused by shock, 

blast, X-rays and neutrons; 

4. developDent of basically new weapons as, for exanple, the pure 

fusion wecpon about which so ;.J.mcl:h::ls been w·ritten and said. 

"This fusion weapon Day be developed fron·very son.ll underground nuclear 

explosions." (~iDC/PV.7l, p.20) 

If those are a few· of the things that can be achieved by underground tests, then we 

plead with the nuclear Powers to s~1are our concern and agree on c:. r:wratorim.1 on 

these tests capable· of perfecting wea:i_)ons of unparalleled 1::1ass n:t111ihilation. Short 

of the reaching of agreenent on m ioneaiate test ban treaty, only a r_1oratorium on 

underground tests by the nuclear ?ewers would.decree1se the likelihood of other 

nations entering into this unholy co:~1petition. Something ought to be don~, 

l1~r. '·chairman, to counter "the ·threat of the extension of this dread disease of 

testing to other State s 11 , ·if I ~:1ay borrow the words of ny Iadi&J. colleague, Mr. Lall. 
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My delGgation has always stood for a J.J.wratoriur:: on all nuclear tests, even 

~Jefore the idea of a lJartial tests ban became infectious like an epidecic. That 

was clearly evident in oy speech at our r;_~_eetine on 27· July. I now quote 

extracts froo that speech, These were r:1y words: 

tl~.tfy Goverm:1ent would therefore be happy if a DoratoriurJ of sm:,e kind banning 

tests were agreed upon by the nuclear Powers pending the conclusion of a 

lasting agreeuent.n (ENDC /PV. 62, ;J. 8) 

If oy construction of his rewa.rks on 27 August is correct, I would say that 

:-.J.y derJand for a 1:10ratoriuw on undergrolli!d tests is shared also by the leader of the 

Indian delegation, who said then: 

"We perfectly understand the difficulty that sor.1e countries have in accepting 

anything like a ::wratorim:~. But, tryinz to think aloud on this ioportant 

E1atter -- if .I Day be pardoned for doing so -- I would enphasize that it 

r..1ight be possible for countries, for goverm~1ents, to agree to exercise 

self-restraint in tbis Datter, self-restraint which would bring dividends by 

increasing confidence and trust on both sides. Is that too 1nuch to i1ope for -

that without fanfare, without any special conditions, tl1e countries concerned 

could exercise self-restraint in the interest of creating an atr.1o.sphere for 

further negotiations and for brinGing to an end all nuclear weapon tests; 

and also to create an atmosphere which would be beneficial to further agreement 

on di sarr:.-::a.r:-1ent ?tt (ENDC /PV. 7 5, p .54) 

I ao sure it is not asking too ouc~ to request the nuclear Powers to give 

serious consideration to the question of a r:wrat<?rium on underground tests besides 

agreeing on a partial treaty on a test ban. I sincerely hope that fears that a 

ooratoriur.1 on underground tests is o:_)Gll to easy breach or easy cheating because 

such tests could not ~t present be detected should not deter the nuclear Powers 

froc giving it a trial. Whatever the Tisks may be, the da..'1J:er of cor;-::petition is 

less and the fe2.r of non-nuclear nations joining the race reduced. 

c=::oice, but let us try it. 

It is e. hard 

The nuclear Powers owe ~ankind ~ great obligation. Tbat otligation which 

t.l:ey owe de1:wnds a choice of risks. It is inescapable. It is irJperative. The 

nuclear Powers r:mst, therefore, choose that risk which proDises best to break the 

:;_:;resent impasse and secure a partial tests ban treaty which will eventually pave 

the way for :.;;eneral and cocplete disarcaLent. 
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=In conclusion I wi~h to express t~e hope that the sponsors of the draft treaty 

on a partial test ban (ENDC/59) will offer us so~-1e explanation of what is envisaged 

vrithin the context of its article 2 -v;hen they speak of explosions for peaceful 

purposes. To non-exyerts like·nyself it seeDs frightfully difficult to r.1ake a 

dichotomy between what constitutes explosions for peaceful purposes and what does 

not. 

The CHli.IRr.'Uil.J (Mexico) : I should like to nsk the opinion of oembers of 

the Committee their opinion about whether we should go on at this ti~e to hear the 

other speakers whose nar:1es I have on :.:1y list. There are six, and in addition two 

delegations have asked to be allowed to exercise the right of reply. In view of 

the hour, and if there is no objection frora any of the speakers listed for today, 

I would suggest that we hear now the tvro delegation.s .~hat wish to exercise the 

right of reply, leaving the other speal~ers on the list for our next ;.:-meting. 

Does any of the delegations inscribed for today 1rish to speak now? 

Mr. BURNS (Canada): I understand that there is also a long list 9f 

speakers inscribed for Friday, including the Canadian.delegation. Before this 

oeeting opened there were, I believe, two other speakers inscribed in addition to 

those who have spoken. If today 1 s list is carried forward, with the inclusion of 

speakers who have added their na;Jes since this ueeting opened, it will Dean that 

the representatives on the list for Friday will be displaced. I would have no 

objection if the two representatives whose nar:.:..es -:;•rere on t:!:le list this oorning, 
\ 

but who have not spoken, were to be .c::1rried forward on the list and to be the first 

to be heard on Friday, but I would sugc:;est that re:;_)resentatives who have inscribed 

their names since the beginning of this neetinc; should be listed for Friday after 

those who had already previously :;;:;laced their naoes on the Friday list. I hope 

this suggestion is not too cOQplicated. 

The CHAIRMAN (Mexico): I think that what the representative of Canada 

has stated is clear. I ~ust point out that only one oore speaker has been added 

to the list apart froo the two who hcve asked to be allowed to exercise the right. 

of reply. Therefore, if we do not proceed with our list of speakers today 
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to cover the point raised by the representative of Canada 

(The Chairoan. Mexico) 

all those that are 

listed to speak at the next oeetine:; w·ere already on the list at the beginning of' 

tl1is neeting, with the exception of the representative of Sw·eden, whose naEJ.e was 

aaded to the list later. Does any of the delegations whic~ was on the list at 

-'&llG beginning of this ::J.eeting wish to speak now? 

rvlr. de AR.i-\.UJO CASTRO (Brazil): t:lr. Chairoan, I do not think E1Y 

delegation was listed at the beg-inning of the taeeting. The na1:1e of oy delegation 

w~s added later. So I will not insist on speaking today. Uy intervention 

w·ould, in any case, be .2, very brief one concerning the cessation of all nuclear 

tests. Of course I shall be bound by any decision you take as to the best tiDe 

for the delivery of my statement. 

The CHAIRM.A.J."\J (:Mexico):. In that case I shall give the floor to the two 

delegations that wish to exercise the right of reply. 

Mr. STELLE (United States of Anerica): My delegation will want to 

study and reply later in detail to the disappointing and disquieting statement we 

hoard today frau the representative of the Soviet Union .. There are 1 however, a 

few points which I believe ClUst be rJade briefly at this ti~e. 

With regard to the cocprehensive draft treaty (ENDC/58), the treaty banning 

-tests in all envirom~1ents, which the United States and the United. Kingdor::1 suboitted 

2.-L our I:Ieeting on 27 August, the os.in ~urden of Mr. Kuznetsov 1 s CO>i1fnents seeued to 

be that this proposal represented no change in the United States ~nd United Ilingdoo 

)Osition. It seems to i:':1e that a co:.-::3.:1.ent of this character is singularly 

inappropriate, coDing c.s it does fran the representative of the Soviet Union. 

?:-::.e stark contr1:1st between the retrogro.de uoveE1ents of the Soviet Union in the 

no8otiations for a nuclear test bru1 treaty and t~e forward ooveoents of the 

United States and the United KingdoD is clear for all to see. 

I will not go into history, but all of us know, ru1d all the world knows, that 

in l1Iarch 1961 the United States and t~1e United KingdoD came back to the test ban 

Conference with c11refully worked out proposals (GEN/DNT/PV .. 274, ?i').l6 et seg.) 

vr2·::ich forned the basis for our later draft treaty (ENDC/9) of 18 J:..pril 1961, 
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prop:osal.s which v:;ere calculated to r:.1eet the objections whic~1 t~1e Soviet Union 

~efore then hai posed to our prop0snls. 7e were net at the first· ceeting of that 

reconvened Conference with a oajor r0trograde rncveoent on the ?~rt of the 

Soviet Union: the nevt Soviet derJ2.nd. fer a tri:p2-rti te adl~"linistration -- the 

so-called troika ad:~1inistration -- :;., cler::.~:nd which, if granted, ~v·ould have inserted 

i!1-~o every detail of' t~1e daily oper:::-tion of the control syste~:" a built-in Soviet 

ve-to. In spite of that fnct, tl1e ·.'!estern delec;ations during t~:.:.e sun~er of 1961 

=ade still further pro~osals calculated to ceet Soviet objections. Those 

:__Jroposal s were r .. :et at tlle end of the..t su:L1!:!Gr by the resuqption of nuclear weapon 

-C,ests by the Soviet Union, against its declrrred word. And when ~,ve next E'.!et in 

tllat.Conference the Soviet Union brutc.,1ly disc:::.rded the whole bo..sis of our 

negotiations, the agreed bs.sis on wilicl:. we had been workfn_s for throe years, the 

agreerJent (EXP/NUC/28) reached by scientific experts, includinc ti.-.:ose of the 

Soviet Union, in the sun-:1er of 1958, the acreer:.1ent which had been endorsed by 

covernr.wnts, including those of the Soviet Union, the United Kinc;doD ru1d the 

United. States. I am referring, of course, to the Soviet proposals of 

28 Nover.1ber 1961 (ENDC/11). 

Despite lip service to the ei(.:lt-ne.tion r:w:10randuc (El\JDC/2~, the Soviet Union, 

in its interpretation of that mer.1orandur.1, has not changed oae whit its position of 

2~ November 1961. And the Soviet representative says that the United States and 

United KingdoD proposals and draft treQty for a conprehensive ngree1~ent (ENDC/58) 

re?resent no change. Tht:t stateuent, of course, is conpletely inaccurate. 

T~1ose J;J.ew :;?roposals whic~1 ive have tc..olod in the foru of a trecty c.re prO:tJOSc"ls 

vr~1ic;:h we have been enabled to oake because of our recent scientific research, and 

t2ey have been I~ade taking careful c.ccount of the suggestions ~ut forward by 
I 

GeDbers of this ConE1i ttee, includinc t~1ose who l_J2.rtici:.;mted in the drafting of the 

eight-nation Deuorandun. 

I do not need to so into any dcte.il on what the r.1ajor r:.:oves are ~:;,s represented 

in the draft treaty whicl1 vre tabled on Monday. We continue, of course, to insist 

on obligatory on-site ins?ection, &~d we believe that this insistence is justified 

211.d supported by our reading of the eicht nation r:;enorandwJ. But we have said 

that if the Soviet Union will accept clearly and unequivoce.lly the obligation to 
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facilitate on-site inspection we will consider reducing the nuober of inspections, 

the annual quota of inspections of events certified by the cou~ission, below what 

we have previously proposed. And if representatives read the treaty with care 

they will see that i~portant changes have been allowed for in the conposition of 

the inspection tear.1s~ We have nade a r.wjor move in ceasing to derJand 

internationally r.1anned and internationelly operated control posts, and have 

accepted the idea of ~lacing n1ajor reliance on nationally IDQnned c~d nationally 

o~erated control posts, given adequate supervision by the international scientific 

coDDission. Further, ""''·e have said the.t the nuwber of such posts would be 

considerably reduced even below what the Soviet Union had previously agreed to 

for a world-wide syster.1. 

· Our new proposals obviously provide for a greatly siwplified international 

scientific cor:.:.-:Jission, headquarters end staff as compared with our previous 

?ro~osals. There is no truth in the allegation that the United States and 

United KingdorJ conj)rehensi ve draft treaty represent.s no change fron previous 

positions. 

With regard to the alternative treaty, the partial treaty (ENDC/5.9), 
Er. Kuznetsov clairJ.ed that it was not acceptable unless underground tests were 

not continued, and in doing so he laid cajor stress on the uilita~ ioportance of 

underground tests, adducing statements cade here by the leader of the United States 

delegation. Now, it is quite true that underground tests are of real Qilitary 

icportance. You cannot do all things underground, you c~not test in the oegaton 

range, you have difficulty testing anti-nissile oissiles, but there is real 

r:1ili tary i:oportanc e in underground tests: that is an accur11te statement. But it 

is for that very reason th3t we cannot accept a cooprehensive treaty including an 

obligation not to test underground without on-site inspection to see tbat the 

obligation is actually being observed. And it is for the sane reason that we 

cannot in a partial treaty accept ~ oor~toriuo in any guise on underground tests. 

That is one of the reasons for whic;_l we cannot accept a moratoriru:-1. The other is 

the really very inportant principle Qcreed to by the S~viet Union in paragraph 6 

of the joint statement of egreed principles (ENDC/5), which says that: 
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"All disan'J.aDent ceasures s~1ould be ir::rplecented fron be2:inning to end 

under such strict e:.nd effective h1ternational control as w-ould provide firn 

assurance that ~:-oll p."-1rties are honouring their obligations." 

will not set such an unfortunate ~:;recedent f'or all future di s.s,rr:mcent 

negotiations o..s the acce·,)tance of an otlization which was not subject to effective 

control wnuld constitute. 

It seens to r.1e that the position is very clear. If the Soviet Union will not 

accept a partial treaty with obligations not to test in the atr_:csphere, under water, 

or in outer space, but witt no provisions with regnrd to underground testing, then 

it has a sir.Jple choice. It can pay the sr"!all price of a few on-site inspections a 

year, and there will be little difficulty in reaching agreeoent -- an agreement 

which we would prefer -- on a cor:1prehensi ve treaty banning tests in all environnents, 

including tests underground. 

Mr. GODBER (United Kingdoc): In view of the ti6e I will speak only 

very briefly, I asked for the riGht of reply because I felt it necessary io 

record ny reaction to the sJ?eech we listened to this Dorniiic frorD. the 

representative of the Soviet Union. I agree entirely with what has just been 

said by r::;y United States colleague, and I would say that .I found it an incredible 

ex:perience to listen this uorning to vr~:..nt appeared to be a brusque rejection of the 

new treaty texts which t~1.e two ·western delegations put forward as recently as 

l!londay. Those texts were :put forward :::tfter trerJendously careful consideration; 

t:1ey are detailed :::nd precise, and tl:ey deserve detailed and precise consideration. 

S:o reject the1:J. in such a ho..sty oanner seer.;;.s to :cJe to be nothin2 less than an insult 

to this Conference, and I think this Conference should say to our Sovie·t colleague 

that it will not ~ccept a rejection in such terns, prepared before his Governnent 

could possibly have had an opportunity of giving the texts serious and considered 

s-tudy. I say to hiD, "Go back to :i>~oscov; with those propos:1ls and get fresh 

instructions in relation to theo"-, becuuse those proposals do re~reient a very 

big step forward. 

Our Soviet colleague put for,ward today a list of arguc:..ents, all of which we 

have heard before, all of which are very unconvincing. Indeed: he alnost followed 

the prediction which I felt bound to uake on .ivionday (ENDC/PV.75, J?.20) when I 
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reoinded the Conference that on previous occasions so often the reply to a new move 

from the West has been that it is not new. Well, we heard it again this morning; 

in graphic phrases our Soviet colleague talked about attempts r:1ade to paintthe old 

yosition in a new forn, "to put a new dress on the saiJe old girl" -- I think those 

uere his words. In fact that is not true. The truth is that this is a new 

position, and it sarks a substantial advance on the part of the West. It deserves 

e better reception than it has so far received. 

I am not going to go through all the arglli~ents at this point, but I would 

pick up here one particular argur::Jent which I thought I had replied to eff~ctively 

enough yesterday at our Sub-Co~ittee ~!d was surprised to hear it advanced again 

the idea that in the partial treaty we have proposed we are in fact legalizing 

underground tests. With very great respect, that arguoent seews to Qe to be 

nothing but arrant nonsense; I really cannot see any justification whatever for 

it. We have these four environr..1ents; if we prohibit testing in three it by no 

means makes the position of the fourth any more right. Indeed logically it would 

provide a greater degree of world O?inion against testing in the fourth environQent. 

Surely that is something to the gocd, and surely it is nonsense to say simply 

because we are only going part of the way that the fourth environr:1ent is being 

sanctified or legalized. I cannot accept that as a sound and reasonable argument. 

Of course, as my United States colleague made so clear a mooent ago, if in fact the 

Soviet Union does not want this partial treaty it is so easy for it to have a 

conplete one, and what we ask in return for it is only a very ninimu~ of on~site 

inspection. 

So I do say to our Soviet colleague that really the reaction we have had today, 

while it is serious indeed, is not one which we can accept as a final reply to our 

proposals. Those proposals have been put forward with the very greatest care and 

thought and they do represent a very real new position. They deserve better than 

to be rejected within forty-eight hours. 

But it is important to get the position quite clear in the ninds of our 

colleagues. And after listening to the representative of Nigeria I think it is 

very important. We naturally listened to what he said with the greatest respect, 

but I can only reiterate what my United States colleague said here: that it would 

not be right to.ask the West to accep-t a moratorium in these circumstances when the 
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alternative which the Soviet Union could accept is so simple. If it does not wish 

underground tests to be carried on there is this alternative in our comprehensive 

treaty. When one remembers what happened just about a year ago -- when suddenly, 

without warning, when apparently it was negotiating in good faith, the Soviet Union 

started a massive series of tests -- to ask us to accept a moratorium now would in 

my view be quite unreasonable. As I said before, once bitten t~~ce shy, and I 

say it again today as indicating the true way in which the situation should be 

looked at. 

I assess the present position in this way. After our new offers on Monday 

the only real basic differences that stand between the world and a nuclear test ban 

treaty are as follows. On the one hand there can be a pernanent ban agreed on at 

once on nuclear tests in the higher atL.wsphere, at higher altitudes, and under 

water without any on-site inspection, if the Soviet Union will agree to this while 

negotiations continue for a ban in t~e fourth enviro~ent. On the other hand, 

there can be a pe~anent ban in all environnents if the Soviet Union will agree 
~' 

while research goes on to make any on-site inspection unnecessa~; if it will 

agree, for the time being there may be no more than a double handful of on-site 

inspection·s a year chosen from unidentifie_d events specifie.d by the international 

commission. And I would remind the Coomittee that the United States and the 

United Kingdom are continuing their research on eliminating any need for on-site 

inspection. So again, if the Soviet Union would join us in that, that day would 

be brought.nearer. 

We are very near an agreement here, it seens to ne. These are the simple 

facts. The argu:oents which we heard frm:_ our Soviet colleague this morning were 

wholly outside the realo of the new position we have put forward; the same 

reiteration of those old outworn argQ~ents is not a justification for turning down 

the position we have put forward. These are in fact the sinple facts of the case. 

Our Soviet colleague SOQetimes does us the honour of quoting British 

newspapers to us. Perhaps I could quote just one sentence fran one of yesterday's 

British newspapers because I think it swns it up. In talking of the Soviet Union's 

i2~ediate reaction to our proposals, it said: 

"What can we think when half the agreenent is rejected because it is not the 

whole and the whole agreei:1ent is rejected because it night prove effective?" 
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That is really the position, and I hope very much that our Soviet colleague will go 

back again and that his Government will give him authority to cone some way to meet 

us. W~ have made so many advances towards the Soviet Union. If it will not make 

any advance towards us, is it surprising if we come to the conclusion that its 

whole negotiating position is nothing but a colossal hollow sham? I hope it is 

not that. It is for the Soviet Union to show us that indeed it is not. 

Russian): 

Mr. KUZNETSOV (Union of Soviet Socialist Republics) (translation from 

I consider it necessary to make a few brief comnents on the replies 

vrl~ich we have just heard froE the representatives of the United States and the 

United Kingdom. 

It is not the first time that the representatives of the United States and the 

United Kingdoa have tried to shift on to the Soviet Union the responsibility for 
" the l.ack so far of an agreement to prohibit nuclear weapon tests. I think that 

this attempt to blame someone else for one's own fault is not likely to help us 

towards finding ways and means of resolving the existing controversial questions. 

I shall not go into the background of this question in detail. We have 

repeatedly reported and stated here in the Co~mittee how the situation was shaping 

in the Three-Power Sub-Conmittee on the discontinuance of nuclear weapon tests and 

who was responsible for it. The responsibility for the fact that we still have 

no agreement undoubtedly lies .with the Western Powers. 

one small detail frm"!l the background of this question. 

I w·ould siLlply remind you of 

As you know, a favourable situation was taking shape for the conclusion of an 

agreement on the discontinuance of nuclear weapon tests soon after the Geneva 

negotiations started in 1958. But when, as the saying goes, agreement was just 

around the corner and there appeared to be few reoaining unsettled questions, the 

United States suddenly put forward new denands which practically called in question 

the whole of the work ·carried out by the experts in the sm~er of 1958. The 

Un'ited States Government then went to a good deal of trouble to discredit these 

reconiDendati ons. Its representatives insisted above all that the system of con.trol 

over underground explosions worked out by the ex~erts in 1958 was inadequate. 
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Basing itself on this far-fetched conclusion, the United States first demanded 

that· all provisions dealing with the prohibition of underground nuclear weapon 

tests should be excluded froel the treaty, a.t""ld then, as you know, nucerous 

discussions were started ro1d 1 as one oight say, the werry-go-round of this 

absoiutely useless work went round ana round. As a result, we are still without 

a treaty. 

Further, I should like to draw attention to the stateoent onde by the 

United Kingdon representative. I~~r .. Godber frequently assunes here the role of a 

lecturer, if I ~ay say so, who would like to give lessons on good uanners to others, 

l6ssons on how they should speak and lessons on what la...""lgua.Be they should use. I 

should like to draw your attention to the fact that Mr. Godber is nervous today. 

But in this case I t!:link the ::._Jroverb e.pj?lies: "Jupiter is nnery; that 1:1eans he is 

in the wrong11 • I should like to draw the attention of the United Kingdor:1 

representative to the intolerable ex:,?ressions he used. On what g-rounds does he 

consider that the Soviet delegation cannot express its views on any question, and 

who gave hir:.~ the right to say whether the Soviet delegation should state its views 

today or wait another few days? I thiP..k that such an approacl1 to the w·ork shows 

that the United Kingdon representative still has, apparently, such approaches to 

the work as are quite out of place in a Conoittee cooposed of fully sovereign 

States. 

In thisronnexion, I consider it intolerable that he should say that the Soviet 

delegation had insulted the Conmittee. I request it to be put on record that such 

an expression cannot be allowed in regard to a delegation stating its views on 

such an ioportant and vital question. 

I turn now to the substance of ~is comoents. When dealing with this subject, 

the United Kingdoo representative very frequently dishes up the sane old question, 

although this expression 8ay not be a very polite one. The question is this: 

vfuy has the Soviet delegation not ke~t to the position it occupied three years ago? 

7IT~y· should it not take into account those changes and advances which are taking place 

in the w·orld 1 and why should it continue to adhere to the positions which it occupied 

three years ago? I understand Mr. Godber, and I realise that in the United Kingdom 

and in some other Western countries, ~here are still many statesoen who would like to 

turn back the world situation not only to what it was three years ago, but probably 

to that which existed, say, forty or fifty years ago.. But I an afraid, Mr. Godber, 
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that I cannot help you. History has its own inexorable laws, and the historical 

processes which are going on cannot be arrested by any arguments or repetitions. 

Therefore, the only thing I can advise Mr. Godber to do is to find the time and the 

courage to analyse what is happening in the world and to act accordingly. I am 

certain that he would then not go on repeating that we should revert to the positipn 

of three years ago, or perhaps even further back. 

Now I should like to quote a short extract from The Times of 28 August. This 

short passage has a direct bearing on the question under discussion here. It comes 

from a leading article headed "Putting Russia to the Test". I shall read out the 

last two sentences referring to the idea of a rnoratori~, to the idea that the 

nuclear States should assune the obligation not to carry out nuclear weapon tests. 

nere is the quotation: 

"These are not a major threat. The danger to the deterrent balance lies 

now in large atmospheric tests which would give a breakthrough to the anti-missile 

missile. Besides, the distinguishing of all underground tests will probably 

be possible in a matter of months". 

It goes on to say that the assur.1ption of such an obligation would not entail 

any danger to the Western Powers either. So you see, Mr. Godber; that the idea of. 

tbe nuclear Powers assumine an obligetion not to carry out any tests is not a new 

one. It has not been invented by the Soviet delegation, and it finds considerable 

support in the country which you represent here. 

The Conference decided to issue the following communique: 

"The Conference of the Eighteen Nation Comnittee on Disarmament t~day 

held its seventy-sixth plenary ceeting at the Palais des Nations, Geneva, under 

the chairmanship of Mr. Padilla Nervo, representative of Mexico. 

"Statements were made by the represent~tivesof the United States of 

America, the Soviet Union, Italy, Poland, Rooania, Nigeria and the 

United Kingdom. 

"The next plenary meeting of the Conference will be held on Friday, 

31 .August 1962, at 10 a.m." 

The meeting rose at 1.40 p.m. 




